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A Feminist Analysis of Gender, Education and Development: The Case of 
South Africa 

Heavily influenced by mainStream neo-liiral economic indicators, 
studies of gender, education and development in the South have focusseci 
primady on girls' and womenfs la& of equal access to education relative to that 
of boys and men and the SOQo-economic retums nations c m  expect from 
women's schooling. Little attention has been paid to the processes by which 
women's education is shaped and the context within which girls and women 
experience their primary and secondary education. Despite the rhetoric of 
gender equaüty, policy-makers, researchers and states have failed to address the 
gendered nature of students' formal education experience and the existence of 
gender inequaüties in education which persist as part of a fa broader societal 
pattern of female subordination. The relationship between patriarchy, power 
and girls' and women's subordination is ignored. 

The education reform initiatives proposed in South Akita's White Paprr 
a Educatim and Training (1995) fall within this dominant, nediberal, equal 
opportunity approach. Although these initiatives may help girls and women 
meet their practical gender needs, they will not assist them to realise any 
strategic gender needs. They will not achieve an anti-sexist education system. 
Working from a gender and development (GAD), anti-sexist hamework, th.is 
study maintains that education programmes need to be judged on how well they 
challenge the ideological beliefs Uiat impede not only girls' and women's access 
to education, but their educational experiences as well. Black South Ahican 
girls' equal access to primary and secondary education should not mislead 
individu& to conclude that gender inequaüties in education do not exist. South 
M c a n  çdiools are not neutrd and do disaiminate dong gender lines. This 
thesis shifts the focus on gender and education in South Ahica away from how 
many girIs/women are in school how much educaüon they get, and the 
economic benefits of their education for South Afnca to an alternative analysis 
which examines what, how and for what girIs/women leam within an education 
system which offers representations and cultural values which ignore gender 
inequalities and the oppression South African girls/ women face. 
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Introduction 

Studies of gender, education and development in the South have focwed 

primarily on girls' and women's la& of access to education relative to that of 

boys and men and the economic and sogal  returnç countrïes can expect from 

women's schooling. 1Jittle attention has been paid to the educational experience 

of gi'h and women, let done to the reht io~hip  between education, patriarchy, 

power and women's subordination. GNen that education is a major trammitter 

of societies' prevailing n o m  and values, these issues have received sigru£icantly 

less attention than they merit. This thesis seeks to challenge the dominant neo- 

liberal analysis of gender and education whkh focusses on the discourse of equal 

opportunity and gender-neutral education. 1 argue that despite (or because of) 

the rhetonc of gender equality, policy-rnakers, researchers and states have failed 

to address the gendered nature of students' formal education experience and the 

existence of gender inequalities in education whidi persist as part of a far 

broader societal pattern of female subordination. This argument is fadtated by 

examining the case of gender and education for black students in South Africa, 

past and present. 

This study draws on both pedagogical and feminiçt conceptual 

kameworks. The pedagogical £ramework pays attention to factors such as the 

d o 0 1  environment, the content of curridum and teacher training. Schools 



play a central role in socialisuig boys and girls. The content of curriculum is 

crucial since it affects studentsf individual and coIIecfive identities, attitudes and 

actions. Teachers' attitudes and actions play important roles in the hansmiçsion 

of MIeties' biaçes and ideologies; teacher training therefore, must play a central 

role in the equitable transformation of education çystems. 

The feminiçt framework this thesis advances combines a gender and 

development (GAD) theoretical perspective with anti-sexist educational 

strategies. This framework recognises the institutionaüsed bask of male power 

and privilege and proposes actions to correct gender disc ' ' ation and 

oppression in education. While a liberal feminist, women in development (WID) 

perspective argues for equd representation of girls and boys/wornen and men at 

a l l  levels of education and qua1 participation of girls in maths and sciences, a 

GAD, anti-sexist framework establishes that the issues surrounding gender and 

education go beyond access. Education programmes need to be judged on how 

well they challenge the ideological beliefs that impede not only girls' and 

women's partiapation in education, but their educational experiences as well. 

Building on the adult literacy and basic educationl work of Nelly Stromquist 

(1995, 1994, 1992 and 1990), who emphasises the importance of not 

undertheorising gender relations and of moving women's education hom the 

role of satismg basic needs to the role of developing aitical awareness and 

Primarily in Latin America. 



mobiüsing women, this thesis will incorporate her prinaples to examine the 

primary and secondary education experienceç of girls in South Africa. This 

feminist fiamework requires the exploration of often overlooked issues in 

education such as sexual violence and harassment in schools, teachers' gender 

biases, the repercussions of the pa&hrchal school environment on female 

students and women teachers, and women's employment prospects. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the gender implications of 

education reform in South e c a  on black female primary and secondary school 

students. 1 chose to concentrate on primary and secondary students specifically 

becaw much attention haç been focusçed on issues of gender inequities in 

tertiary education and adult education. South African college and university 

students have organised against the disaimination they face and have been 

vocal about issues such as sexual harassment and violence. Secondary and 

primary students, however, are doubly marguialised becaw they are female 

and chiIdren/youth. The disaimination and oppression they face as female 

students is rarely discussed beyond issues of access, subject choice and 

stereotyping in textbooks, a condition whîch in itself imposed restrictions on this 

thesis since I have relied primarily on recent journal articles, government 

documents and newspapers. A further limitation on my study is that South 

African statistics fail to reveal the r e w  of the majority of South African women. 

Statistics are rarely dwggregated by gender and those that are usually do not 



take raaal differences into account. Additionally, official statistics prior to 1994 

exduded the 'independent homelands', where a large percentage of bhck 

women Irve. Laçtly, these staWcs are defiaent because they refiect only official 

systems not the informal structures upon which many black South Africans rely'. 

Extending Desiree Danielç' (1995) critique of the White Paper un Education 

and Training which concentrates on the impact of this document and its 

propos& for adult women (leamers and teachers) in education, and Kate 

Tniscott's (1994) study on gender and education during apartheid South Akica, 

this thesis focusses on the signhcance of South Africa's proposed education 

refonn for primary and secondary school girls. 

My interest in undertaking this study resuls from my teaching experience 

at an all-girls secondary school in Lesotho. This experience brought to my 

attention the complicity of the education system in the discrimination agaiwt 

and oppression of girls and women in society. The Iiberation of South f i c a  and 

the subsequent proposed changes to the education system present an exciting 

window of opportunity for educators to radically transform the system to 

become an equitable and empowering experience for a l l  leamers - male and 

fernale. Given the history of South Ahica, it is understandable that the emphasis 

has been on raaal inequalities; however, gender issues must also be adequately 

addressed. This thesis seeks to provide a fiamework which ensures that gender 

For instance, statistics on infant or under-5 mortality ody reflect official hospital records, while 
many children are treated by traditional healers. 



issues are not subsumed by racial considerations. It is m a a l  that South Africa 

adopt an anti-sexist as well as anti-rad& stance on education refom. 

The first chapter of this thesis establishes the theoretical and conceptual 

fiamework It examines the evolution of education and development theories 

and the liberal, radical and sdalist  femjnist analyses of gender, education and 

development. It also explores the m e n t  predominant policy and research 

approach of major donors and development agencies - p a r t i h l y  the World 

Bank. These institutions assert that education for girls and women, regardless of 

its content or form of organisation, has a positive sdo-economic impact on 

women and nations. This neo-iberal perspective k heavily influenced by 

economic indicators and focusses on the discourse of equal opportunity and 

gender-neutral education. This thesis maintains that there is little or no 

correlation between access to education and quality of education. The neo- 

liberal perspective unquestioningly accepts traditional gender relations and 

gender ideologies in society and failç to realise that education reflects and 

promotes these gendered identities, often to the detriment of female studentî. 

Without a GAD, anti-sexist approach to education, prevalent gender biases and 

ideologies in education systems and societies remain. 

Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of apartheid Çouth Afnca's Bantu 

Education system. It examines the extent to wlüch this system, and its 

accompanying gender ideologies, affected and continue to affect the educational 



experiences of South Afkica's bladc female students. In addition to inadequate 

fadities and high studentteacher ratios associated with black education in 

general, female students confront specific gender diçorimination induding a 

gendered ctmidum and teaching practices, sema1 harasment and violence in 

schools and unequal employment opportunities upon completing their 

education. 

The £inal *ter evahates South Africa's White Paper a Educafion and 

Training from a GAD, anti-sexist framework and condudes that the govemment 

exhibits a weil-intentioned but illconceived commitment to gender equity in 

primary and secondary education and is innuenced by a neo-liberal perspective 

whidi concentrates on extending and equalising education opportunities for d. 

The White Paper on Education and Training overlooks the systemic and ideological 

nature of gender d i sahht ion  and oppression in the South Afncan education 

system and society. Lastly, the thesis recommends a number of shategies to 

promote an anti-sexist education system. 



Chapter 1 

Gender, Education and Developmenk 
Towards a Theoretical Framework 

1.1 Introduction 

Education 

progress. One 

has been almost universally valued as the key to human 

of the hst gender issues to be acknowledged by many 

development poky makers was the importance of educating girls. In recent 

years, the World Bank and the United Nations group of agencies have linked 

increased education for gi'k and women with significant gains in national 

econornies and social wen-king. Girls' education is often perceived as directly 

contributhg to: lower fertility; increased contraceptive use; later age of mariage; 

reduced infant and chiid mortaüty; improved nutrition and family health; 

higher female participation in formal wage labour; higher female earnings, and 

increased national development as measured by gros national product (sec fur 

instance King, 1991,22; Summers, 1994; UNICEF, 1992). However, in studies of 

gender) and education in the developing South, Little attention has been paid to 

the processes by which the content and context of women's education is shaped, 

3 The concept of gender is often misunderstood or misinterpreted - it is frequentiy identifiecl 
solely with women. Gender is an analytical concept used to assess the vanous forms of social 
inequality between male and female segments of any society. One's gender is an identity 
constructeci by the society and culture within which one [ives; it is not a biological characteristic 
of a person. Because it is a social construction, it varies across cultures and through time - it is 
not static. Although the focus may be on the female or male population, gender analysis deals 
with the dynamics of social interaction between women and men, boys and girls. Strategies 
which focus solely on women (or men) simultaneously direct attention away from the broader 
social, economic and cultural factors which create the conditions of women's inequality in 
ed uca tion. 



and how girls and women experience educational messages and processes on a 

daily basis. Given the recognition of education as a major transmitter of 

consolidated values and norms in society, these issues regarding women and 

education have received significantly less attention than they merit. Aside kom 

a few studies dealing with sexual stereotypes in textbooks ( se ,  for instance 

Malenzapa, 1994; Tembo, 1984 and Obura' 1986,1991)4, the p r i m q  focus of the 

literature haç been on the retums from girls' and women's education to the 

economy and society, as well as fernales' la& of access t9 education relative to 

that of males. Consequently, the fonnal education expenence of women in 

Ahica has not been researched in a comprehensive marner. 

Education plays a key role in the process of social reproduction and 

control- It conveys the traditional, messages about women's reproductive 

functions in the household and community, and productive functions in 

'feminine' occupations. Schools, at a l l  levels, are vehides for perpetuating 

society's stereotyped or limited views of women and men, girls and boys: 

... educational systems are usually microcosms of the gender 
systems of the societies in which they operate. The funcüon of 
formal education to instill appropriate behaviour and cultural 
norms, consciously or unconsaously, indudes gender-speafic 
messages. (Ker Conway and Bourque, 1993,l) 

These studies have shown that girls and women are misrepresented, marginalised, and 
undervalud in texts. 



The education system can also be a vehide for change, and can develop and 

promote new attitudes and behaviours. Unfortunately, gender equity and the 

. . *  eradication of gender discrimination is rarely one of the goals of educational 

change. Although women's enrohent rates have been growing and their access 

to educational institutions has expanded around the world, the gender gap in 

education has not greatly nmowed and neither women's full nor equal 

partiapation has k e n  achieved. In Ahica, only Lesotho, Botswana and 

Swaziland have equal or higher proportions of females kom pre-school to the 

tertiary levels of education (Çchmittroth, 1991). Furthemore, inequality of access 

is most severe in contexts where general enrohent  is lower. 

In the absence of forma1 barriers to women's participation in education, 

there are psychologicd and social barriers which contribute to the3 low 

enrohent  and whidi limit their educational and occupational achievements. 

For example, girls are subject to gender bias in curridum, teachers' attitudes 

and school organisation, as weIl as patriarchd gender ideologies; f d  pregnant 

and d e r  from subsequent expulsion from school; are targets of sexual violence 

both within the school system and society at large, and tend to have heavier 

domestic workloads than boys. These factors aU contribute to quantitative and 

qualitative gender gaps in education. 

Despite the rhetoric of equal oppomuiity, poky makers, researdiers and 

states have failad to address the gendered nature of students' formal edmationd 



experience. The existence of gender inequalities in education persist as a result 

of unchallengeci social n o m  which didate the social roles of women and men. 

This chapter seeks to M e n g e  the dominant liberal femùiist analysis of 

gender and education whidi focusses on the discourse of equal opportunity and 

is governed by mainsseam economic indicators. This perspective regards the 

equal education of women as the fundamental element in the development 

equation; indeed, it is considered one of the most important instruments for 

effeding social, economic and political change in Society. Unfomuiately, what 

this perspective rarely acknowledges is that the fornial education system has &O 

b e n  an institution which has succesçfully perpetuated the myth of womeds 

inferiority. This chapter argues that, contrary to the rhetoric of such analyses, 

even those few Southem countries which do have equal access to education for 

women and men have failed to produce an egaütarian Society or to enhance the 

welfare of the majority - especially women. The chapter is divided info three 

parts. Part 1 briefly examines the evolution of the dominant education and 

development theories. The second part considers the three traditional 

approaches to feminist analyses of education - liberal, radical and socialist. 

These feminist perspectives have generated dilferent understandings of the 

causes of women's oppression in society and of the reasow why inequaüties 

exist between girls and boys in schools. Drawing on these perspectives, the 

reader is then introduced to equal opporhinity and anti-sexist strategies Ki 



education to challenge inequalities in gender and education. This section 

concludes with a brief overview of the "women in developmentff (WID), 

"women and development" (WAD) and "gender and development" (GAD) 

perspectives withui international development thought. The final section 

aitiques the mainstream poky and research approach to gender, education and 

development, as supported by major donors and development agencïes - 

partidady the World Bank - and argues that workulg hom a gender and 

deveiopment theoretical base, emphasis needs to be placed on an antisexist 

education which seeks to address girls' and women's strategic as weU as their 

practical gender needs.5 

1.2 An Overview of Education and Development 1960s to 1990s 

The 196ûs and Human Capital b r y  

"...the educators were mesmerised by the economists use of funny numbers". 
@ore, 1976, û4) 

Practical gender needs (PGNs) are the n d s  women identify within their socially constructcd 
roles and the existing gender division of labour. These needs arise direcüy out of women's 
subordinate position in society and are often identified as such basic needs as food, water, 
hedth, and shelter. Emphasising PGNs as 'women's needs', despik the fact that these are the 
needs of ail people not just women, makes it more difficuit to recognise and work towards the 
strategic gender needs of women. Strategîc gender needs (SGNs) seek an alternative and more 
equal organisation of society in terms of the gender division of labour, power and conh-01 or 
resources. These needs Vary front culture to cuiculhire, but may include removal of 
institutionalised forms of discrimination such as land ownership rights or access to credit, and 
women's control over fertiiity. This approach seeks to improve the position, not merely the 
condition, of girls and women in society and is, therefore, a transfomative approach. 



In order to provide a context wit)un whidi gender, education and development 

thought has evolved, th& section presents a bnef &tory since the 1960s of the 

various perspectives of the role of education in development. There is an extensive 

international literature on education in Southern nations. In the 1 W ,  this literahire 

was very optimistic about the role of education in national developrnent. The newly 

dependent h c a n  states, for instance, enterd the '£irst development decade' with 

a strong belief in the fomd sdiooling system as an agent of change, as a provider of 

human resources, and as the fundamental key to sustiined economic grow-th. 

Inke1es and Holçinger (1974) perceived education to be "the most powerhil factor in 

making men [sic] modern" (2). Education was seen as a panacea for vimially a l l  the 

problems confronting less developed nations. As a reSultf the 1960s and 19705 were 

a period of unprecedented educational growth in Africa, Asia and Latin Amenca as 

countries allocated large portions of their budgets to education. 

Economist and development plamers believed that high economic growth was 

the most effective means of achieving 'development' in the South. They assumed 

that gains from economic growth would 'trickle down' to the poor m a s e s  and, 

therefore, equalise opportunities between social ciassesr raise wages and/or lower 

prices, raise demand for lalabour, and increase labour's productivity. Through this 

process, the problems of relative and absolute poverty in l es  developed nations 

would be resolved. 



Economists 'discovered' education and saw it as an investment in the creation of 

human resources and rapid economic growth. The duty of education was primarily 

to provide the number of workers and the type of skib required by the various 

economic sectors. This school of thought, referred to as 'human capital theory', was 

"based M y  on economic criteria and on the perceived role of education in 

generating economic development. Little attention was @en at this time to the 

education process itself" (Hindson, 1992, 154). Amcng the best known 

contemporary interpretations of human capital theory were those advanced by 

Theodore Schultz (1968), Frederidc Harbison (1973) and Mark Blaug (1968). 

Fundamental to human capital theory is the argument that both nations and 

individuais would benefit from investment in educational resources since 

investment of this kuid would increase sküls and improve productivity. This, in 

tuml would c o n ~ ~ t e  to economic development and generate wealth. According 

to Schultz (1961) "education was not to be viewed simply as a fonn of consumption 

but rather as a productive investment ... [for] an educated population provides the 

type of labour force neceçsary for industrial development and economic growth" (in 

Fagerlind and SahaI 1989, 19). Furthemore, it was believed that human capital 

invgtment would secure a more equal Society by ewuring that all sectors of society 

had an opportunty to acquire an education, which had traditiody been 

appropriated by privileged dites: 

A vigorous and çustained poky of invesûnent in 
education would enhance social justice and effectively 
ameliorate the condition of impoverished groups, or 



perhaps contribute directly to the eradication of poverty 
altoge ther Depriva tion, unemployment, 
underemployment and low status could aJl be 
countered as long as the poor were given unliniited 
access to educational resources of good quality. (Nasson 
in Hartshom, 1992,114) 

During th& tirne, Çouthem countnes engaged in an impressive expansion of 

their formal education systems mueasing the number of students in d levels of 

formal schoohg. However, this expansion produced greater inequality within 

nations as the middle and upper classes had greater access to the higher Ievels of 

education and were able to maintain and improve their children's educational 

advantage. Furthemore, a rapid increase in secondary and tertiary level graduates 

resulted in large numbers of educated unemployed who could not be absorbed into 

the workforces of these countries. By 1970, in Ahica alone, the combined 

unemployment and underemployment rate was 38%, and the vast majority of these 

individu& were under 25 years of age (Bacchusf 1981, 217). In the end, more 

education sirnply rgulted in the replacement of l e s  educated labour by the more 

highly educated. The number of jobs did not grow as rapidly as the number of 

graduates and created an increase in unemployment of both the educated and 

uneducated. Neverthel- the demand for education continued to grow since 

employment prospects were süIl enhanced through education 

While economiçts embraced human capital theory, sociologists adopted a similar 

position within the framework of modernisation theory. As human capital theorists 



emphasised that education promoted greater produdivity and work effiaency, 

modemkation theorisb açserted that "education, and particuXarly schooling, was 

perhaps the most important agent for transforming a traditional society into a 

modem one ... Mause] schooling has a modernking e£fect on the ways that people 

thinkt and consequently the ways they behave" (Fagerlind and Çaha, 1989, 52). 

Further, like human capital theorists, modemisation theorists focuçsed on the level 

of the individual to explain different degrees of economic growth and 

'development'. This school of thought focussed on how education hansfonned the 

individud kikeles and Smith argued that "exposure to 'rnodemizing' institutions 

(schoois, factories, and the mass niedia) irtculcates 'modem' values and attitudes, 

such as the openes to new ideas [and] independence £rom traditional authority ... 

the compounding effects of this proces are crucial. The greater the number of 

people who are exposed to modernizing institutions su& as schooIs, the greater the 

level of 'individual modemitf attained by the population. Once a critical segment 

of population changes in this way, the Pace of societal modernization and economic 

development quickens" (in Benavot, 1989, 16). Neither the social structure of 

nations nor the international system were taken into account. "[Rlather than 

advocatmg structural diange to promote development [both schools of thought] 

advocate inchidual change" (Fagerlind and Saha, 1989,49). 

Together, the human capital and rnodemWtion theones presented a compelluig 

vision to developing nations and were the justification for massive spending on 



education in the 1960s and 1970s. They also had considerable influence over the 

education and development policies fomulated by international organisations such 

as the World Bank and UNICEF, as weJl as bilateral agencies. In many ways, as w f l  

be shown later in thiç chapter, these theorïes continue to sway education and 

development theory and poky making. 

Pessimism and the Challenge 

"Why do we confuse development with economic growth?" 
(Seers, 1979,9) 

The optimism of the 196ûs was replaced by disillusionment and peçsmiism in the 

1970s. As studies began to reved the extent of mass poverty in the South and the 

increase in inequality that accompanied growth in many poor countrig, more 

people began to question the dominant poliaes and theories concerning 

development A normative, people-centred perspective emerged in development 

andysis as theorists such as Dudley Seers conduded that economic growth alone 

was not sufficient to adueve a reduction in inequality, unemployment and the la& 

of provision of basic needs. As human capital theory began to be questioned, so did 

the link between education and development Researchers determjned that there 

was little evidence to suggest that increased schooling resulted in increased earnings 

and productivity or acted as a panacea for poverty (see for instance Curle, 1973; 

Moncada, 1981; Hurst, 1982). Massive educational investment in Westernstyle 



schoolç in lessdeveloped counhles was not leading to sustained economic growth, 

the goal of universal primary education had not been reached and the acalating 

costs of tryjng to maintain burgeoning educational systems became imp0sslMe for 

m a t  Iess-developed countries to manage. Gaps still &ted between the rich and 

poor and, in many cases, were being exacerbated despite (or b e c a w  of) education 

(Curle, 1973). In fab; during thiç period the distribution of income had becorne 

increasingiy unequal. Indeed, deçpite relative1y equal educational distribution and 

some economic growth, Latin American countnes such as Brazil and Mexico 

experienced inaeasing inequalities in income distribution (Psacharopoulos and 

WoodhaU, 1985, 269 and Levin, 1981, 87). Paul H m t  (1981) conduded that the 

contribution of education to development "except in unusual circumstanc es... is 

easily exaggerated and its role in sochl transformation usually insigdicant" (121). 

Midiael Todaro (1981, 312) and Martin Gmoy (1982 73) suggested that the 

education systems of mat  developing nations were increasing inequalities becaw 

it was particularly the children £rom middle and upper dass w h  fatnilies who 

had access to education, eçpeaally secondary and tertiary education. Furthemore, 

the number of people living in poverty increased as did the number of educated 

among the unemployed (Bacchus, 1992, 105). Camoy observeci in Education as 

Cultural lmprialimr (1974) that 

must as the poor b e p  to get higher levels of schooling, the relative 
value in the labour market of those levek falls. Even when the society 
invests more in schwling for the poor, therefore, the labour market 
values that schooling les  than before the poor were getting i t  So 
income distniution does not improve in a capitalist Society as the 



average level of schooling increases or as the distribution of schooling 
becornes more equaL (364) 

In G r m n g  L[p Modem, Bruce Fuller (1991) argued that political elites use çdiook to 

manipulate comrnunities: 

The school often fails to provide chüdren with even basic literacy, 
offering no real chance for achieving higher status. But the state, 
collaborating with local elites, si@ the provision of opporhuiity 
and equity. In tum, this process enhances the legitirnacy and 
authority of traditional local leaders who now align themselves with 
the central state. (21) 

Nec~Man<ist theoryf which emerged in the late 196ûs and early 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  provided 

the greatest challenge to human capital theorists. A common theme found in the 

various n-Marxist perspectnres is the emphaçiç that education is not a neutral 

force: "It is a product of, and is conditioned by, the capitalist political economy of 

which it is an integral cultural component As such, the form, content, and 

distribution of education mirror the distribution of power and authority in an 

unequai and hierdca l  dass Sogety" (Nasson, 1990,95). 

Among the more influentid Marxist educational theorists of the 1970s were 

Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis. Writing about the United States, but expressing 

a view that is equdy applicable in the l e s  developed South, Bowles and Gintis 

(1976) maintained that education could not be regardecl in isolation boom the 

unequal economic, political and d structures of Society. The roots of inequality 

lay outside education and the failme to confront the structural dimensions of 



uiequality prevented the realiçation of equitable go& thus reprodudg a dass- 

k d  Society (123). They conduded th& education in capitalist societies generated/ 

raeher than reduced, inequalitieç. Theorists, such as Paulo Freire, also believed that 

state educational practices both legitimated and perpetuated the status quo of 

unequal power structures in society. Freire (1972) cded for a "pedagogy of the 

oppressed whidi diailenged structures of oppression and domination. nie value 

of education, it was argued, should go beyond merely preparing a population for 

employment Freire advocated an education which led to personal liberation, 

political mobilisation and social transformation by raising people's awareness of the 

relationships of domination and submission which &t at personal, community, 

national and interna t i o d  levels. 

According to dependency theory, underdevelopment was the resdt of 

exploitation of the lesç-devdoped nations (the periphery) by the capitalist West (the 

centre). The essence of the development called for by this çdiool of thought was 

'self-reliance' or 'developmen t withou t dependency'. Carnoy and other 

dependency theotists were unequivocal in their stance that the promotion of 

schooling as a major strategy for human capital formation in poor sodeties made 

little sense without a prior attempt to hansform the economic structures of çocieties 

k t .  Camoy stated that "an economic structure able to absorb all the educated is 

not possiôle under conditions of national dependency" (Carnoy in Zachariah, 1985, 

18). While such aitics did not deny that education did contribute to human 



productivity, a basic criticism of human capital thmry was that success was 

measwd solely by increaçed acces to economic wealth - that is, inaeased income. 

Although some incornes did increase in developing nations, growth did not 'trickle 

down' to the poorer segments of çocieties as predicted by human capital and 

modernisation theorists. As a result, the role of formd education in the 

'development' of nations came to be serious@ questioned. It was within this context 

that Camoy's (1974) concept of 'education as cultural imperialism' was establiçhed 

as an explanation of how education contributed to the dependency and 

underdevelopment of les-developed countries. The Western model of education 

had been irnplemented in the independent nations of the South partly because it 

had been imposed by colonial powers and partly because national leaders and the 

new emerging elite were produds of such a system and had faith in its ultimate 

value. Despite massive increases in educational expenditure, the type of education 

provided remained vimially unchanged. This resulted in "the continued influence 

on developing courttries of ...[ Western] theories of development and how education 

[contributed] to the development process" (Bacchus, 1% 104), which iduenced 

educational poliaes and development strategies. Thus, the forma1 education 

process in the former colonies served both the indigenous elites and the West. 

The findings of studies in the 1970s revealed that a more equd distribution of 

education, at any level, could not be expected to generate notable changes in the 

structures of economic, political and social inequalities. Education did not bring 



about the kinù of national development that was anticipateci md the 'devrlopmeni' 

which was wcwring dici not bring about an improvement in the quality of Nee. 

Indeed, educational çystems çeerned mainly to perpetuate social and economic 

inecpalities. Development shategists were cded upon to recogniçe the fact that 

"education cannot be viewed as a simple passport to rising eamings for groups at 

the bottom of the ladder of dasç and mequalitf' (Nasson, 1990,103). 

The 1990s: New Definitions of Education and Developrnent? World Bank 
Dominance 

While a fierce theoretical debate concerning the linkages between education and 

development raged during the 1960s to early 1980s, this divergence subsided in the 

later 1980s and 1990s. Indeed, by this üme a wide range of donor agencies showed a 

striking commonality in orientation, appmadi and priorities (Santo$ 1993, 187). 

The emergence, in the 1980ç, of the World Bank as the largest suigle source of 

extemal financing for education projects and research in developing countnes haç 

resulted in the domination of its educaticm and develupment £ramewmk- The 

World Bank has continued to assume powerful connections between education and 

"deve1opment"P Despite incorporatmg a development discowçe7 which seemingly 

m e  notable change, however, is that the Bank now emphasises basic education as the number 
one priori@ for government spending while minimising the relative importance of higher 
education, vocational training and non-formal education. During the late 1970s, total Bank 
lending for vocational education exceeded that for prima- and seconda? education corn bined 
(Bennell, 1995, 14). This is no longer the case. 

This discussion uses tenns like 'human development', 'endogenous development', 
'development with a human face' , 'sustainable development', 'gender equity' and 'participatory 
development'. 



indicates a new sensitivity to the wcial and political factors affec-ting development, 

and focussing on improving the quality of life of the poorest sectors of the 

population whik reduckg the emphasis on economic growth, the World Eank 

remains Lirmly entrenched in its economic neo-über-al development framework 

ktrhile it has assimilated thiç new development ciirourçe into its poky documents, 

it iü dear th& the education and development agenda of the World Bank has not 

h g e d  since the 1960s nor has the influence of human capital theory riiminiçhed. 

As Paul Bennell notes, "Most of the policy issues and priorities that so preoccupied 

the authors of the Bank's ... Education %or Policy Paper in 1970,1974 and 1980 are 

revisited and re-ed in [the 1995 Review]" (1995, 1). Stdl working within the 

müderniszttiun paradigm, the primary concern of the World Bank is to spread the 

economic development of less-developed countries by improvmg h e  eficïency ul 

the education systems of these countnes. Clearly, economic development remains a 

normative reference point for World Bank education policies. The 1995 Education 

Policy Review PnMtirs and Stratrgiesfor Educaticm states: 

Investrnent in education ieads to the accumulation of 
kuii-~a-~ capital, whidi is key for çuçtained economic 
growth and increasing incornes. Education ...also 
contributes to poverty reduction by increasing' the 
productiviv of the poor's labour, by reducing fertility 
and irnproving health, and by equipping people to 
participate hùly in the economy". (World Bank, 1995, 
19) 



Despite the fact that its financiid contribution reprents only 0.5% of developing 

counhies' total spenliing on the education sector (World Eh&, 1995,14), it accounts 

for more ththan one quarter of id aid to education in developing countries (PVorld 

Ejilnk, 1995,14) and self-admitbedly, sways the lending of moçt other major donos 

(BennelI, 1995, 1). Thus the World Bank remains influentid in setting the 

educational agendas of les-developed counhieç even though its overall vision of 

education in the South has remained vimially unchanged during the last three 

decade#. 

The World B d s  inauence on the education policies of the South is not solely 

due to its direct finanaal expnditure, but also to the sheer cornprehensiveness of its 

analyses of les-developed nations' education systems. It haç great capacity to 

conduct, commission, summarise and dissemi~te studies. So pewasive and 

powerful are the Bank's works, that "it is di f f id t  to hear the local voices at ail" 

(King, 1991, xv). While there are those who criticise the assumptions of the World 

Bank with resped to education and development, the extensiveness and 

"accessibility of the agency agendas, and the incorporation of [World Bank analyses 

by] many Northem academics ... makes it difficult to elaborate wieh as much 

8 During the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  les  than 10% of al1 multilateral and bilateral aid went to ducation (Strornquist, 
199417). It is estimated that international aid for ail basic needs, which includes education, currently 
totais approximately U S 4  billion a year, which is "les than half as much as the aid-giving nations 
spend each year on sports shoes" (Grant, 1993 in Stromquist, 1994,18). Despite the current emphasis 
on a more sensitive development process, there continues to be an uneven provision of inbernationdl 
assistance that relies more on foreign policy and economic and historical ties than on actual n d :  "the 
richest 40% of the developing world's population receives twice as much aid per head as the poorest 
4O%, and ... the nations which account for two-thirds of the world's child deaths receive only one 
quarter of the world's aid" (Strornquist, 1994,36)- 



thoroughness as the agency an interpretation of education ... in the developing 

world that is distinctive and Merent kom the dominant aid perspective" (King, 

mi). Further, the important work carried out by many NGOs and 

researchers, both in the North and South, whose interpretations may conflict with 

the World Bank's, is often ignored since the World Bank is not predisposed to 

assimüiate findings which contradict its overall vision and policies. As such, there is 

Iittie h o w n  or easily available research on education and development outside the 

World W s  prevaihg neo-liberal ~arnework 

It is dear that the World Bank has both overwhelming finanaal innuence and a 

hegemonic poçition relating to the discourse of development and education This 

said, it is essential to remember the the World Bank is a bank - a bank influenced bv 

neo-überal economists and human capital theory. As sudi, it has a somewhat 

myopic view of education in the developing world. Its key concerns are "costç, 

inputs, outputs and bene fi&... The procews of teadUng and leaming that transfom 

inputs to outputs, ... lie outside the =ope of what is examinedu (Laugio, 1996, 231) 

and are deemed unimportant. 

The infiuence of the argument that there is a correlation between 

expansionist education strategies and a reduction in income disparities has been 

immense. As we have seen, this proposition was embraced in the 1950s and 

1960s and despite arguments against its equaliçing potential since the 1970s, the 
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literature in human capital theory is st i l l  growing. in the 1990s, the neo-liberal 

literature has corne to embrace the principle that equd access to education will 

have equalising effeds on gender disparities. 

1.3 Ferninisi Analyses of Gender and Education 

This section provides a broad o v e ~ e w  of the various contemporary 

Western feminist Lrameworks and their implications for the analysis of gender 

and education. While feminist theorking on formal education is as multifaceted 

as feminist theorking on any other issue, essentially two strategies have 

developed for combatting sexism in education: an equal opporhnity approach 

and an antisexist approach. Lastly, I return to the issue of development and 

provide a brief overview of the WID, WAD and GAD perspectives. 

Liberal feminism is the most widely accepted of all femllùsms. Its 

arguments and propos& have been incorporated into government, donor and 

development agency policies because they merely extend to girls and women a 

system that is already in place for men rather than challenge the status quo. 

Liberal feminists assert that women should have the same rights and 



opporttmities as men to determine their social, political and economic roles; 

therefore, the conceptual foundation for Liberal feminist education scholarship is 

that of 'equd opportunity'. Within this framework, 'equal' means the same 

(Byrne in Acker, 1987,423). That is, equaüty in education for girls and women is 

accomplished by merely extending to them men's education with all its 

cornmensurate benefits. It is assumed that if women are admitted to men's 

education and treated exaaly the same as men, aU the probierns of gender 

inequality in education will be solved. The basic structure of the education 

system and its 'modernising' and gendering infiuences go unquestioned. As 

Weiner (1994) notes, " miberal feminists.. . assume tha t equality for women c m  be 

adiieved by democratic reforms, without the need for revolutionary changes in 

economic, political or cultural Me" (54). 

Sexual stereotyping is a second major concern of liberal feminists. 

Strategies for educational change emanating hom thiç perspective are largely 

aimed at changing the attitudes of teachers and students and indude gender 

neutral teaching materials, persuading girls to take non-traditional subjects such 

as science and math, and 'assertiveness training' for female teachers (Weiner, 

1986,269). 

Within the context of the developing South, the b r a l  feminist 

perspective is heavily influenced by neo-liberal human capital theory. It assumes 

tha t as the modernisation process proceeds, educa tional and occupa tional 



oppominities will expand and women's status wili irnprove. The assertion is 

made that education and training enhance individual human capital; therefore, 

investment in education and training is roughly the same as investment in 

capital goods (OUenburger and Moore, 1991,105). Education is assumed to brhg 

a substantial r e m  to the individual through income enhancement and to 

society by training the necessary skilled workers. Proponents of this perspective 

conclude that "if a group &ers inequaüty in an economic sector, the solution is 

to increase the human capital of group members through increased educational 

achievementç" (Ohburger and Moore, 1991, 105). Thus, liberal feminists 

maintain that ümited access for women to education and certain occupational 

fields can have fa-reaching negative effects on the development of a country. 

The education of girls and women is generally considered an investment with 

higher economic returns than that of boys and men (Mannathoko, 1992.74). 

Feminiçts of other persuasions have aiticised the basic assumptions upon 

which the liberal framework rests. Arguing that the liberal feminist focus on 

equality of opportunity is incompatible with feminist principles, O'Brien points 

out thak 

[AIS feminisrn is committed to equality of condition rather than to 
equality of opportunity with its radically unequal reward system, 
many fe minists... believe that liberalism is not ultimately consistent 
with feminiçm. Despite the l ip - se~ce  to women's rights and the 
quite conaete gains ... which Liberalism has gxudgingly given to 
women, it remaiw fundamentally patnarchal in theory and 
prac tice. (O'Brien, 1986'95) 



Further, indusive strategies wliich attempt, in the liberal tradition of equalitv, 

merely to extend men's education to wornen, while conshvcting women as the 

'other' within a deficit mode1 have serious consequences for women. They 

require women to adapt to the values, stnictures and systems aeated by men. In 

education, when girls do not adapt, it is considered the girls' 'faiiure', not the 

failure of the system (Foçter, 199260). Such strategies and research which focus 

solely on women, simultaneously direct attention away from the broader social, 

economic and cultural factors whidi create the conditions of women's inequality 

in education. 

Liberal ferninism is charged with regarding labour market processes and 

capitalism uncriticdy. It is accused of ignoring the impact of patriarchy, power 

and the systemic subordination of women by men, as well as the effects of ra&m 

and classism. Further, liberal feminism does not adequately challenge the 

underlying causes of inequaüties between women and men and, therefore, 

perpetuates the status quo. As Wolpe (1978) writes, liberal femuiisrn "does not 

in any way tell us how the system of [gender] inequality is itself produced ... That 

is to sav, since it does not deal with the conditions of existence of the inequaüty, 

it c m  only concem itself with a redistribution of actors while retaining an 

unequal system" (307). 

Liberal feminism is fwther criticised for regarding the çtate as an 

essentially benevolent institution that will both design and implement legislation 



to ewure women's equal access to education md other social and economic 

arenas (Stromquist, 1990,143). Nevertheless, the liberal feminist framework has 

been extremely important in documenting the biases and distortions in tex& and 

the sexism that underlies practices such as course and career counsekg for girls 

and boys (Weiler, 1985, 27). Further, liberal feminist amis to remove 

discriminatory practices and policies and to encourage women into management 

positions and non-traditional fields of study and employment are, of course, 

considered desirable by feminiçts of a l l  persuasions. Unfortunately, however, 

liberal feniinists regard a more equitable distribution of the sexes within the 

curent social formation as an end in iiself. 

Because its main focus has been on reducing unequal access to education 

and Little attention has k e n  paid to issues of the type of education received, 

gendered power relations and the patriarchd system, this approach suffers from 

obvious Limitations. Nevertheless, liberal feminism has had the greatest impact 

on formal education strategies in the North and South. 

Radical Feminism 

The radical ferninist approach emerged as an alternative to liberal 

feminism in response to the latter's perceived limitations. Whüe liberal ferninism 

emphasises equal educational opporhinities, radical feminiçm challenges the 



quantity, the quality and the structure of education being offered women. 

Radical feminiçts denounce Liberal feminiçm for incorporating wornen into 

inherently inequitable hierarchies. While liberal feminists believe in the 

benevolent or n e u d  state, radical feminists perceive the state as a key agent in 

the perpetuation of women's subordination. The emphasis the state pub on the 

family as the core unit of society identifies women as mothers and housekeepers 

and confines them to the private realm (Strornquist, 1990,145). Radical feminists 

want to see a fundamental change in the social structure, one that will eliminate 

male dominance and patriardial structures. The concept of patriarchy is critical 

to the radical femlliist perspective. Patriarchy is described as the historical 

domination of men over women. 

Male supremacy is the oldest, most basic form of domination. AU 
other fo&s of &cploitation and oppression ... are extensions of male 
supremacy ... AU men have oppressed women. 
(Redstockings Manifesto in Weiner, 1994,55) 

The " universal oppression of women" is, unmis takabiy, another aspect of radical 

Radical feminiçts are concened with the male bias of school knowledge 

@th the fomal and hidden dimensions of curricula), and the sexual politics of 

the classroom, staffroom and the schooling proces. Spender (1983) argues that 

what we "know" is deficient, for it is the record of decisions and activities of 



men, by men, and it is presented in the guise of hurnan knowlecige. Women's 

contributions have b e n  ignored and disparaged. 

While males control education there is no direct means for women 
to p a s  on their understandiags. What women know frequently 
dies with them, until feminists periodically redixover them and 
their writing and attempt to reconstruct women's heritage and 
tradition. (Spender, 1983,18) 

This affects the way women (and men) conceptualise themselves and their 

worid, and thus, has implications for gender power relations in society in 

general, as well as for curridm and female teachers' and students' access to 

power within education, specifically. Sexual politics withui schools is illustrateci 

ùi such well known issues as teachers' attention being unequdy divided 

between the sexes to the advantage of boys and the pe~e ived  benefits of single- 

sex schoohg for girls ( s e ,  for instance, Acker, 1994). 

The oppression of femde students and teachers by male students and 

teachers is another concern of radical femLUçts. Accounts of belittling treatment 

and sexual harassrnent of femde students are al1 too common both in the 

developing South and the overdeveloped North? By exposing these dis turbing 

practices, Weiner (1986) points out thai radical ferninisis legitimated discussions 

of sexual abuse in schools, a topic which had previously been taboo. 

See for instance klahony, 1985; Jones, 1983; Graham-Brown, 1991; Truscott, 1994; Sebakwane, 
1994; and N m  York Tit~res, 7 992. 



Radical feminism encourages a girlcentred approach to education. This 

approach involves: the revision of curricula and texts with the development of 

girl-centred howledge; changes in pedagogy intended to develop non- 

hierarchical, l e s  cornpetitive, more participatory teachhg methods; the 

establishment of single-sex schook; and the provision of schools which are 

physicdy safe for girls and women (Acker, 1993,157). 

Critics charge that radical feminist analyses, with their generalwtions 

about all women and all men, ignore divisions whidi inters& gender such as 

race, ciass, ethnicity and age (Acker, 1994, 52). Radical feminism is further 

criticïsed because of the cW6culty of implementing its goals. Surely ùitroducing 

an equal oppomuiities policy is more immediately realisable than developing 

woman-centred knowledge, making educational institutions safe for women or 

ending patriarchy. 

According to Wolpe (1988), the socialkt feminist perspective on education 

is concerned with examinhg the degree to which education and schwhg have 

been effective in producing and reproducing gender and dass inequalities. 

Education is regarded as one of the terrains within which gender as well as dass 

struggles are played out and in which patterns of social domination are 



produced and sustained. Women are indoctrinated to accept the sexual division 

of labour that assigns them motherhood and domestic roles (Stromquist, 1990, 

146). A soàaüst feminist approach connects schooling to the dass structure and 

the economic system of capitaüsm and states that educationd outcome will differ 

by social c h  and gender. Within the contexi of the South, this is illustrated by 

the fact that many poor, lower dass students cannot afford to go to school 

because they cannot afford school fees, books, uniforms, transportation, etc. 

Socialkt feminists believe that the state is not neutral towards women and 

that state educational policies refled dominant gender ideologies and welcome 

the incorporation of women into education to meet the needs of capitalist 

production and dominant dass interests. Consequently, as Stromquist (1995) 

argues, educational poiicies implemented by the state do noi challenge the 

existing framework: 

States are reluctant to engage in possible challenges to the 
traditional power structures; therefore, most state policies on 
gender address their practical needs - those related to the m e n t  
roles women play within sodety. (434) 

Tu explain the existence and persistence of gender inequalities in access to 

and duration of schooling soaaüst feminiçts argue that 1) the large number of 

illiterate women in the world can be attributed to wornen's double role as 

reproducers of children and guardians of the family; 2) the t h e  of low-income 

women is generally taken by domestic and poorly remunerated work - these 



women, therefore, are not available for schooling, especially in societies where 

the economy relies heavily on subsistence production; 3) the fact that women 

have lower levels of education than men is understood in tems of women's 

devalued role as workers, whïch concentrates women in only a few occupational 

positions - often in the informa1 sector of the economy which requires either no 

education or Iow levels of education (Stromquiçt, 1990,146448). 

Cognizant of the fact that more women all over the world are gaining 

acces to education (aibeit siowiy), the socialist feminist perspective argues that 

th& is due to the fact that labour market has become Iess predicated on physical 

strength and requires more educated workers. Yet, this will not end the gender- 

b-d division of labour. "Global-assembly line" goods require "nimble fingers" 

and obedient workers - quaüties which employers attribute to women. 

Since women's greater participation in the labour force need not take 

place under conditions of gender equality, socialist feminiçts do not anticipate 

that increased industrialisation and new technologies will contribute to an end in 

the gender-based division of labour. Moreover, equal access to schoolin~ in and 

of itself, does not result in positive changes in gendered power relationships 

within either the education system or sodety. While women's access to 

education may equal with men's, inequalities in CUTicuium, field of study 

selection, gendered power relations within the education system, and pedagogy 

will continue to preserve men's advantage in the economic and social realms. 



Thus, without the transformation of the system of education, sociaüst feminists 

believe that wornen will continue to be discri-ted against. 

Equal Opportunities and Anti-Çexist Approaches to Education 

W e  liberal, radical and soaalist feminiçms are the most common 

categories of feminist thought identified, they are rarely rigidly adhered to by 

educationaüstç. Policy formulators and other educationalists have two different 

approaches to draw upon. Gaby Weiner (1986) refers to these two approaches to 

gender and education as equal opportunity (gender-neutrai) and anti-sexist (girl- 

centred), respectively. Weiner argues that the f k t  iç "interested p ~ c i p d y  in 

helping girls to take their nghtfd places both in the school system and the 

workplace" despite patriardial obstacles, and the second calls for "challenging 

and changing the exiçting educational [and social] system so that [girls and 

women] can take up their rightfd places in the future" (266). While the former 

approach identifies educatiod inequality as a problem of access, the latter 

approach regards the under-representation and under-aduevement of giris in 

schools as part of a far broader sucietal pattern of fernale subordination. 

Drawing primarily on the ideas of liberal feminists, the equal opporninity 

approach seeks to equalise access and redistribute the rewards of education. As 



with liberal feminism, this perspective fails "to address the relationship between 

patriarchy, power and women's subordinationf' (Weiner, 1985, 9), yet is the 

dominant approach of gender and education policies and initiatives. The anti- 

sexist approach incorporates radical and socialist feminisms as well as lesbian 

and black feminisms. It calls for the transformation of the patriarchal and 

ethnocentric nature of the education system and challenges prevalent gender 

biases and ideologies in society. Since the anti-sexist approach to education has 

been adopted by feminists frorn a variety of political affiliations, there have k e n  

disagreements with regards to focus and strategy within the approach; however, 

a fundamental desire to transform the education and social systems rather than 

merely work within these systems advocaüng equal opportwiities has drawn 

these rather disparate groups together (Weiner and Arnot, 1987,357'). 

The differences between the two approaches becomes evident when one 

examines the ideological roots from which these approadies have corne and the 

strategies chosen to challenge sexist education. The two frameworks are 

summarised in Table 1 and discussed below. 



Table 1 
Equal opportuniQ/Girl hiendly/ Anü-se>àstrFemiwt/ 
Gender NeutraVReformist Transformational 
Persuading girls into science and Recognîsing the importance of girl-centred 

Providing a compulsory common core 
of s u  bjecb, to include 'hard' sciences 
for girfs and humanities for boys 

Analysing sexism in texthoks and 
al1 O ther resources 

Reviewing school organisation - 
for example, discipline and uniforms 

Producing in-service courses and 
policy guidelines 

Establishing mixed-sex working 
groups to develop and monitor 
school policy 

Equalising female representation a t  
al1 levels of school 

study to motivate and inspire girls - for 
example, 'herstory' and girl-centred science 

Providing girls with skills and knowfedge to 
challenge the male system in the workplace 
and home 

Corn bining anti-sexist and anti-racist strategies 

Changing the nature of schooling: replacing 
competitiveness and authoritarianism with 
cooperation, egalitarianism and community 

Giving girls a sense of so l idar i l  with mem bers 
of their sex and, therefore, greater confidence 
and motivation 

Widening girls' horizons while a t  the same 
time not denigrating the lives and work of the 
mothers, female friends and women in the 
community 

Exploring the retationship between sexuality, 
women's oppression and sexual harassrnent in 
schml and the workplace 

Addressing issues of heterosexuality and 
homophobia 

Establishing girls' support groups 
Crea ting posts for eq ual opportunities 

Decision-making through wide consultation 
and collective working 

%me: Adapted £rom Weiner and Arnot, 1987,356 and Weiner, 1990.39. 

Most curent educational models are based on the premises that girls and 

boys have similar abilities to learn when they enter school, that they should be 

given the same or equal opportunities to leam and that the result wiU be equal 

educational outcomes for al l  children. Since males and fernales are considered 



the same for educationai purposes, it follows that al3 leamers shodd be given the 

same curridar choices, instructional treatments, courses of study, and the same 

attention by teachers, principals and counsellors. However, in reality, girls and 

boys are treated equally neither within the education system nor in society. 

"...[EJducational systems are usudy miaocosms of the gender systems of the 

socïeües in which they operate. The h c t i o n  of formai education to instill 

appropriate behaviour and cultural noms, consciously or unconsciousiy, 

indudes gender-spdc messages" (Ker Conway and Bourque, 1993, 1). Thus, 

schools are vehides for perpetuating stereotyped or limited views of women and 

men, boys and girls. However, education systems can be vehides for change, 

and can deveiop and promote new attitudes and behaviours. L'nfortunaiely, 

gender equity is rareiy one of ihe goals of schooi systems. 

Proponents of equd opportunifies believe that if equal access is provided, 

sex-role stereotypes are eliminated in curridar materiais, and teachers and 

other educationalists keat girls and boys the same, the educationd experiences 

of both will be succeçshii. This perspective utilises traditional numerical and 

quantitative indicators such as access, enrollment and performance and 

advocates aifirmative action policies. As c m  be seen by Table 1, equai 

opporiunity initiatives encourage girls to go into dence and technicd subjects, 

critique curricuiar materiais for sexism and monitor schooi practices for gender 

stereotyping and discrimination. However, as Manicom (1992) points out, "such 



initiatives have Iess to do with transforming and challenging intemvined 

relations of race, clas, and gender, and more to do with wornen assuming power 

positions similar to thoçe of menff (369). 

An antisexist, gi'l-centred approach expands its considerations to 

examine whether or not education has conûibuted in any way to deviating the 

basic cowtraints whidi hinder girk and women in soûety. Thus, this approach 

emphasises the transfomative potential of education. An anti5exis t approach 

to education creates new woman/girl-affirming understandings of society and 

the world. It leads girls and women to an awareness of thei oppressions and 

creates a desire to change society. As part of this educational process, girls and 

women gain the confidence and knowledge to act both individually and 

collectively. Commenting on anti-sexist approaches to schoohg Adrieme Rich 

asks: 

What does a women [sic] need to know? Does she not, as a seIf 
conMous self-defining human being, need a knowledge of her own 
history, her much politicised biology, an awareness of the creative 
work of women of the past, the skillç and crafts and techniques and 
powers exerased by women in different times and cultures, a 
knowledge of women's rebellions and organised movements 
against our oppression and how they have ben routed or 
diminished. Without such knowledge women live and have Iived 
without a context, vulnerable to the projects of male fantasy, male 
prescriptions for us, estranged from our own experience becaw 
our education has not reflected or echoed it. 1 would suggest that 
not biology, but ignorance of ourse1ves, has been the key to our 
powerlessness. (in Weiner, 1986,269) 



Traditionally, women are not meant to think andytically about society, to 

question the existing order, and to consider how things could be different; 

however, anti-sexist education is grounded in a vision of social change and 

demands such reflection. "It makes gender an issue in a l l  daçsroorns in order to 

validate the experience of students, to bring it into consciousness and to 

challenge it ... by extension, an anti-sexist strategy takes up race, dass and sexual 

orientation, which interrelate in cornplex patterns with gender" (Briskin, 1990 in 

Manicorn, 1992,370). 

While an equal opportuniS. approach has been successful in putting 

gender issues in education on the forum for discussion, has resulted in greater 

access to education for girls in all parts of the world, and has increased 

opportunities for girls (and to a lesser extent, boys) to choose non-traditional 

subjects, it has made very little impact on girls' everyday experiences in school or 

in society's perception of gender and gender relations. Further, this approach 

has had little infiuence in trançforming the ways educationalists, researchers, 

governments and donor agencies perceive the issues of gender and education 

and gender ideologies. Critics of the predominant educational paradigm charge 

this is because the male experience of education has been arbitrarily assumed the 

"nom" (UNESCO, 2995, 66). For example, while studies in both the 

overdeveloped North and the developing South concentrate on girls' apparent 

"deficiency" in science, few investigate the fact that girls perform better than 



boys in reading? We must question why it is that so much research has been 

carried out on the basic education of female students in developing countries, 

while, in general, the differences between girls and boys in performance tend to 

be less marked in the younger years. 

Supporters of anti-sexist educational approaches see the issue of girls' 

access to schooling and certain subject areas as king merely part of the entire 

issue of girls' educational experiences and place girls at the centre of the 

classroom in order to challenge the dominance of male experience (Weiner, 

1986). Thus, while liberal, equal oppominity approaches regard girls as the 

"problem" in schooling and fail to address the relationship between patnarchy, 

power and women's subordination, anti-sexist supporters place it at the centre of 

their thinking. 

The political respectability of equal opportunity and affirmative action 

initiatives often give policy makers a seme of having done their duty while the 

stnictural factors continue to reproduce inequalities. ElLot and Kelly (1982) 

argue that " [a] fier actively diçcriminatory policies have set inequalities in 

motion, ex-neuhal policies are sufficient to maintain establiçhed patterns. Thus, 

the educational gap continues ..." (336). This view is supported by Bowles and 

Gin& (1976): 

An International Association for the Evaluation of Education Achievement (IEA) revealed that 
female pupils at the junior-secondary level dernonstrateci higher proficiencies in reading skills in 
28 of 31 countries (23 industrïalised and 8 developing countries).. See B. Fuller, H. Hua, and C. 
Snyder (1994), and W. Elley (1992).. 



... a more equal school system will not create a more equal society 
simply through equalizing the distribution of human resources. 
Egalitarian school reform must be explidy political: its a h  must 
be to undermine the capacity of the system to perpetuate 
inequaüty ... equality is not a question of subcdturd values, nor is it 
a biological issuef nor is it a narrowly economic issue ... reforms in 
education must seek to disable the myths which make inequality 
appear benefid, just or unavoidable. (249) 

This type of analysis leads some proponents of an anti-sexist approach to 

argue that there is no point in providing equal opportunities in çdiools if gender- 

biased structures in schoolç and other societal institutions (i-e. the family, 

workplace, etc.) remain unchdenged. The main concern of the anti-sexkt 

approach is to uncover the extent of female oppression "in order to explore 

ways of empowering girls and women" (Weiner and Arnot, 1987,35B[emphasis in 

the original]). However, these two perspectives are not necessarily m u t u d y  

exclusive. Despite the fact that the two positions point to two different 

theoretical bases, many teachers and educationaiistç use strategies from both 

perspectives. Educationalish who consider themselves advocates of anti-sexist 

education and want to be agents of change may use equal opportunities 

strategies as a starting point for broader issues (Weiner m d  Arnot, 1987, 356- 

360). 

While one should applaud the achievements gained as a result of equal 

opportunity advocates, this is not where the struggle should end. "To Liberdise 

access to an inadequate system might be acceptable in the short term, but for 



more permanent change, a major restructuring of social institutions, including 

schools, is needed" (Weiler, 1986,270). This can only be accomplished through a 

strategy whidi takes into consideration women's strategic gender interests as 

well as our practical gender needs and challenges existing structures and gender 

relations. 

Feminist Approaches to Development 

There is no single ferninist approach to theorking or formulating policy 

about women in development. Research has varied according to "women in 

development" (WID), "women and development" (WAD) and "gender and 

developrnent" (GAD) perspectives. The WID approach is the earliest approach 

and emerged from liberal feminiçm and the modernisation model of 

development WID emphasises the hansfer of howledge and technical 

assistance and concentrates çolely on women, not on relations between women 

and men. The W[D approach does not see dassism, sexism and racism as 

inherent in the development model. While women may not benefit as much as 

men do from development, proponents of WTD view the system as good. They 

accept the existing social stmchues and hierarchies (including the gender 

division of labour[GDOL]) and seek to work wihh  them, not transform them. 

The central assumption of WID is that women's position and gender relations 



will improve with economic development and women's integration into the 

development process (and, by extension, the education system). The 

rdationships through which inequaüties are perpetuated are not taken into 

consideration. Because WID works within existing structures rather than against 

h e m  and is, therefore, more palaiable to both development agencies and 

govenunents, it is stiu the dominant approach to women and development. 

The WAD approach emerged as a response to the limitations of 

modernisation theory and WID. It is based on dependency and radical feminist 

theories and views women as oppressed by national and international 

patriarchal structures. WAD seeks tu separate from the international economic 

system which it regards as exploitative. WAD emphasises the need for small, 

women-only projects which stress a participatory approach. WAD does not 

consider gender relations in its analyses, although it does recognise that puor 

men are also victims of the development process and oppressive international 

structures. 

GAD is based on socialist feminiçm and the theorising of Southern 

women. Rather than focussing solely on women, as the other two approaches 

do, GAD examines relations between women anri men and how these can be 

transformed. "Tt goes beyond the questions of male prejudice and 

preconceptions, highiighted in the early WID work, to pook] at the 

institutionalized basis of male power and privilege. It alsu goes beyond looking 



power 

households, to 

and privilege within the domestic doniain of families and 

[uncover] its operation with purportedy neutrd institutions" 

(Kabeer, 1994, xü). GAD takes into consideration the cultural attitudes and 

historical innuences whidi contribute to the social conçtmction of gender roles 

and the subordination of women. Central to a GAD analysis is the GDOL within 

whidi women and men are almost always docated different duties and 

women's work is less valued and often invisible. Working from a base of 

practical gender needs, the GAD approach seeks to addres wornen's strategic 

gender needs to confront gendered oppression and trawform gender relations. 

While the terminology of gender and gender relations has been widely adopted 

by development agencies and researchers, the GAD approach is rarely adopted 

by donors in the planning and irnplementatim of development projects and 

programmes because of the necessaxy structural changes and power shifts. 

1.4 Gender, Education and Deveioprnent: Discourse and Policies 

This section examines the mainstream policy and research approach to 

gender and education in developing countries" supported by the World Bank 

While this pape. focusses on gender and education in the South, one must bear in mind that 
the sihmtion of w Dmen in the North re f i s&,  to different degrees, similar pattern. Contra- to 
the rhetoric of eqrtality, industrialiseci nations are still predominately patriarchal in nature and 
the stereotypiiig of  gender roles in education and employment persists. 



and other major donors. Arguing from a GAD perspective and advocating anti- 

sexist strategis, I wiU challenge the dominant liberal femlliist analysis of gender 

and education which focuçses solely on the discourse of equal opportunisr and 

gender-neutrd education. 1 will demonstrate that the niainstrem. equai 

opporhinity approach fails to address the relationship between education, 

patriarchyf power and women's subordination. Education and development 

initiatives with a gender focus have tended to erroneously assume that wonienfs 

education results in, amongs t other socio-econonuc benefits, decreased infant 

mortality rates, decreased under-five mortality rates, decreased fertility rates and 

increased conbaceptive use. Moreover, the exceptions to thiç apparently 

shaightforward equation are generdy ignored. Despite (or because of) the 

rhetoric of equal opportunity, policy rnakers, researchers and states have failed 

to adequately address the gendered nature of studentsf fomal  education 

experience and the existence of gender uiequaüties in education which persist as 

a part of a far broader societal pattern of fende subordination. These 

inequaüties create a hostile learning environoient for female students. Because 

access is seen as the most crucial problem, there is an absence of well-thought 

strategies to move wmen's education from "the role of satisfaction of basic 

needs to the role of developing critical awcueness and to mobilizing women" 

(Stroniquist, 1994, 5). This absence of strategies persists despite the fact that 

developnient agencies are producing more sophisticated conceptuabations of 



the role of gender in development and the importance of gender relations and 

gender ideologies. This section wiU look at teachersf attitudes and behaviour, 

sexual vioIence, and curricuIum and teaching materials - ail of which contribute 

to such an environment, yet are not adequately addressed in mainstream 

literature. In order to support my arguments in this section, 1 will draw on the 

examples of South Africa and Lesotho, although the case of South Africa wiU be 

dixussed more thoroughly in the chapters which follow. 

Access 1s Not Enoufi: Education and Social and Economic Well-being 

Faith in the neo-liberal development framework has resulted in a great 

deai of attention being paid to girls' access to education by development 

organisations, researchers and states. Projects operate within conventional 

frameworks and aim to: provide appropriate schooling facilities doser to girls, 

make it affordable for parents to send girls to schools, and design systems that 

accommodate the needs of rural girls (Haq, 1995, û-9). The priority given by 

donor agencies to the issue of access is reflected in the following statements 

made by various donor agency officiais to NeUy Stromquist during interviews 

for her 1994 çtudy: 

The pnority is really to bring girk to school. 

Gender stereotyping is not a universal problem. It 
ex&& o d y  in some regions. 



The Bank does not get into the level of detail of 
curriculum. We are so far removed from these issues. 
@p. 7576) 

Unquestionably, the problem of access is a serious one. UNESCO figures 

show that in 1990 of an estimated 300 million children who did not have access 

to primary or secondary schoohg, 200 million were gUIs (UNESCO in 

Stromquist, 1995, 440). To address this problem, most often developing 

countries have increased the number of schook with the assumption that both 

boys and girls will benefit equally. This assumption is erroneous. These 

mesures fail to look at education in a holistic manner and recognise that it 

operates within a cultural and socio-political context and, therefore, perpetuates 

prevalent gender ideologies. Efforts, such as those listed above, avoid the 

transfomative initiatives demanded by the GAD theoretical framework and 

anti-sexist strategies. Stromquist (1995) argues that equal opportunity efforts pay 

more attention to the short-term, material needs of women (i.e. practical gender 

needs), as opposed to countering the ideological forces that operate against 

women such as notions of femininity and rnasculinity transmitted by the schools 

(strategic gender needs). As she notes, "this emphasis is easy to understand 

given the immediacy of the material problems, but it is incomplete and perhaps 

misguided when examined from a long-tenn perspective, the blind spot is 

theoretical and tactical in natureM(445). Equal opporhmïty policies often give 

decision makers a sense of having done their duty while structural factors 



continue to reproduce inequality. Structural change is aucial in order to build a 

new mode1 for education. 

Economic and Iikral feminist theories have generally failed to 

acknowledge the ideological nature of education and the importance of schools 

in reinforcing social values and gender representatiom. As a result, it is very 

possible for women to attain literacy and even high levels of education without 

increasing their gender coflsciousness. Stromquist (1995) further argues that "it 

is preckely this feature of current schooling - education without gender 

awareness - that encourages states to concede greater levels of education for 

girls" (446). This type of schooling does not threaten the status quo by 

addressing gender power relations in society, while at the same tirne women 

make greater contributions to the economy. 

In a recent World Bank survey analysis of womeds education in 

developing countriesf King and Hill (1993) support the argument that there is a 

high correlation between the gender gap in education in the developing 

countries and other indicators of poverty, such as low contraceptive use, high 

infant rnortality rates, high fertility rates and GNP per capita. The perceived 

link between women's education and these indicators has led to rationalishg the 

need to educate girk on the grounds of its supposed impact on future children - 

"educate a wornan and you educate a nation". Girls' education is also promoted 

as a rneaw of population control This is made apparent by the slogan of the 



1986 WorId Bank poverty report "education is the best contraceptive". Equating 

girls and women with motherhood meam that "not only are women primarily 

cowidered in terms of reproductive activities, but childhood is so thoroughiy 

gendered that 'the gV1 M d '  iç regarded as an incipient women, and thus a 

fuhue mother" purman, 1995, 29). This raises the question of whether or not 

girls and women should be educated h p l y  so that they can educate M e r  

generations? Do girls and women not deserve a fdfilhg and empowering 

education in the5 own right? Within this context, how can the World Bank 

perceive of the possi ity of gender neutrd or nonsexist education, especiaily 

when its own discourse regards the "girl M d "  not as a diild at all but, rather, as 

a future mother? 

While the World Bank has perhaps espoused these views more forcefdy 

than other agenaes, UNICEF, at times, falls into the same trap as the World Bank 

by limiting itseif to an essentially economic approach rather than cowtructing a 

theoretical understanding of how women's inferior condition emerges and iç 

maintained in society. In an attempt to counter the low status of girls and 

women, one UNICEF document casts its arguments in diçturbingly economistic 

terms: The Girl Uiild: An lnueshnent in the future? Strornquist (1994) argues that, 

as a result, their (i.e. the World Bank, UNICEF and other leading donor agencies) 

"propos& tend to border on the naive. They recommend 

1' Even the use of the term 'girl child' reveais the gender-specificity of the 
neutr-al 'child' of international aid and development discourse. 

actions such as 

supposedly gender 



'building the political will to reailocate budget', 'improving teacher quaüty' ... as 

if there were no &etal constraints to their adiievement"(55). 

The expected pattern of a clear correlation between high levels of 

women's education and low levels of infant mortality, hi@ rates of contraceptive 

use and low fedity rates does not always exist". The literacy rate amongst 

women in Lesotho is nearly three times that of the sub-Saharan African average, 

female enrollment in tertiary education is more than hvice the average, and 

women form the majority at all levels of education (çdimittroth, 1991, 150). 

Similarly, black South African women have had equal, if not greater, access to 

education as black South African men and their literacy rates are nearly twice the 

sub-Saharan average (UNICEF, 1996,86 and 98; Central Statistical Service, 1995). 

Yet despite the high rates of education and the la& of a gender gap in both 

Lesotho and South Afnca, neither conform to the perceived trend. As Table 2 

reveals, when compared to the average of nations categorised as developing 

countries by UNICEF', the data on Lesotho and South Afnca indicate relatively 

high levels of women's education with simultaneously high levels of infant 

mortality, fertilitylj and population growth, as well as poorer than average rates 

Ernail correspondence with Elaine Unterhalter strongly infiuenced the following section. 
'4 UNICEF categorises countries as either 'in transition', 'industrialid', 'developing' or 'least 
developed'. Both Lesotho and South Africa are found in the 'developing' category, rnaking the 
corn parison reasonable. 
' 5  49% of al1 live births are to mothers under the age of 20 (AN-, 1993, 53) - girls of schooi 
going age. A study of black teenage mothers in Durban by Eleanor Preston-Whyte and Maria 
Zondi (1989) suggesb that this figure may even be anywhere from 60% to as high as 80% (48). 



of contraceptive use and GNP per capita annual growth rate (Patel, 1993; 

Table 2 
Iadicatore" Lesotho South Africa Develo ping 

Corntries' Average 
Girls' Primary Sc ho01 116 109 90 
Enrohent ~ a t i o  (%)Ig 

Ciris' Çecondq School 33 
Enrollment Ratio (%) 
Infant Mortaiïty Rate 107 
Contraceptive Use ( X  ) 23 
Fertility Rate 4.7 
Popdation Growth Rate 26 
GNP Growth Rate 4-5 
( per ca pita) 
Sources: UNICEF (1995) State of the World's Childm 1995. New York: Oxford University Press; 

ANC Wornen's ~ e a ~ u ë  (1993) Status of Soitth A m  Women: A S m e h k  in Tnbfes md 
Crapirs, fhe Re~xntsJirr Change. Johannesburg: ANC; South African institute of Race 
Relations (1994) RRce Relnh'm Srrmey 2 993fl994. JO hames burg: SAIRR 

The mainstream gender and education literature also maintains that the 

education of girls and women enhances labour market productivity and incorne 

growth in addition to having beneficial effects on social well-being: 

Rising levelç of education improve women's productivity in the 
home which in turn can increase family health, cMd survival, and 
inves tment in diildren's human capital. Education dearly imp& 
social benefits experienced beyond the individual family. The 
benefitç range from fostering economic growth, to extending the 
average life expectancy in the population, to improving the 
function of political proceses. (Kuig and Hiu, 1995,22023) 

l6 A more detailed analysis of Lesotho exarnirting materna1 mortaiity rates, under-5 mortality 
rabes, percentage of required daily calorie intake, etc. further highlights this pattern. In the case 
of South Africa, additional explication is much more problematic since statistics disaggregated 
by both sex and race are not easily obtainable. 
17 Al1 figures for Lesotho and Developing Countries' Average are for 1993 
I8 These enroliment ratios indicate the total nurnber of children enrolled in a schding level 
regardless of whether or not they belong in the relevant age group for that Ievel. The figure is 
expressed as a percentage of the total number of children in the relevant age group for that level. 



Summers (1994) draws on the research provided in the King and Hill text for his 

World Bank pubfication [nzwsting in Al1 the People and concludes that investment 

in girls' education "may weil be the highest return investment avdable in the 

developing world" (4). However, Paul Bemell (1995) argues that the rates of 

r e m  to education claimed by the World Bank are misleadhg and "that 

educational investments are far kom king so universally profitable" (3). He 

callç into question the Bank's conclusions about the overall social profitability of 

educational inveshnents and cites natural abiüty and socio-economic 

background as two variables which are not taken into account. 

While the prevaiüng perspective clearty sees women's education as an 

important factor in sustainable economic growth, the benetiaaries of this 

econonuc growth are not considered. Bekw and King (1993) suggest that 

education for wonien and girls, regardless of itç content or fom~ of organisation, 

will be the engine out of poverty and that women in particular wiU reap the 

benefits (285). The literature stresses that educated wonien are more Likely to 

engage in paid employment and contribute to the household income, which 

leads tu increased status. It is assumed that, as a result, these wonien also have 

more influence in political and economic decision-making. This is rarely the 

case. This notion was chdenged as early as 1981 by Beneria and Sen who argued 

that in light of the broader structures and processes of inequality, the idea that 

women's subordhate status codd be ameliorated by education and training was 



the same as 'heating cancer with a bandaid'. As weIl as forming the majority at 

ail levels of education, Basotho women &O represent 52% of the paid labour 

force. Yet, despite their superior education and greater numbers in formal 

employment, the vast majority of women are found in lower grade positions and 

are much l e s  like1y to be promoted than men (Mïnistry of Planning, 1991, 138). 

In South Africa only 36.4% of the paid and registered work force are women, and 

approximately three quarters of these are employed in four sectors: service, 

agridture, clencal and sales, and teadùng and nursing. The majority of these 

women are employed in domestic work and on farms - two of the worst paid 

and most vulnerable sectors (Schreiner, 1994, 298). Furthemore, promotion of 

black women occurs far less than that of black men (Schreiner, 1994,300). Elaine 

Unterhal ter (ad.) argues that in Sou th Africa: 

Powrrfd forces tend to keep working class women, irrespective of 
their education, in certain iow paying sectors of manufacture. 
Middle class women, however, (both black and white) have long 
had access to certain professions Lü<e teadiing and nursing, but are 
disproportionately represented in the Iowest paid grades. (3) 

In the case of South Africa it is e q  for proponents of the prevailing neo- 

bbe~d  perspective to attnbute the inconsistencies to the legacy of an oppressive 

apartheid state. Central to the dominant h e w o r k  is the vision of a benign 

state committed to providing education, health and employment for the 

populatiod? As Unterhalter (1995) notes, this vision "is quite at odds with a 

l9 CVhich in itself is a problematic assumption. 



malevolent state (such as under apartheid) that systema t icdy curtaüs access to 

housing and health care for a substantial sector of the population in order to 

promote well being for a minority" (6). However, this is not the situation in 

Lesotho. The shortcomings in the prevailing framework lie in the fact that it 

look at women's education from a narrow economic perspective. Research 

fiom thiç perspective (see Summers, 1994; King and Hill, 1993 and 1995; Herz, et 

al., 1991; and Subbaroa and Raney, 1993) presents the benefits of girls' education 

largely in functional terms - as being 'usefui' to society, economically and socially 

- rather than concerning itself with the content and context of girls' (and bovs') 

education. While this type of an approach may be appropriate for economic 

analyses, education is clearly not just a technical input. The focus of research on 

gender, development and education rnust shift from how the education of girls 

and women affects economies and f d e s  to how education affects girls' and 

women's lives. 

Gender and the Learning Environment 

Educational institutions play an important role in society. Potentially they 

are powerfùl agents of change; however, the literature on gender and education 

in Africa indicates that sdiools reflect and promote societies' inequitable gender 

ideologies. Teachers often project these biases and create hostile learning 



environments by exhibithg negative attitudes regarding the acadernic 

capabüities of female studenb and by not countering - or by king the 

perpetrators of - sexual violence and/or harassrnent in educational institutions. 

Teadiing material and methodologies may &O reinforce a biased view of 

women. 

While even the current form of education has resulted in some 

mobilisation of women (particularly at the tertiary leveP) and an increased sense 

of self-esteem, it is clear that the persistence of patriarchal ideologies and social 

systems imposes constraints on the education system as a vehicle for w-omen's 

empowerment and liberation The relation between education and gender 

inequality is as contradictory as education's relation to social class and race 

inequaüties: schools both reinforce subordination and create new possibüities for 

liberation. "Schools are sites of pervasive gender sociaüzation, but they offer 

@ris a chance to use their brains and develop their skills ... sometimes sp-g 

students to think beyond the ideological limits laid out for them" (Wrigley, 1992, 

vii). While the past thirty years have witnessed a remarkable expansion in 

African womenfs access to education, the inherent gender biases have not been 

addressed and inequalities continue to be perpetuated. 

Et is important to beat in mind that the vast majority of female students do  not reach the 
tertiary level of schooling. 



Teachers 

Perhaps the most signincant factor in the retention and academic 

achievement of female students is the teacher. Teachers' attitudes and behaviour 

towards their students are a reflection of broader societal biases and gender 

ideologies. Very little is known about gender dynamics in dassrooms in Africa 

and other developing areas. Research from the North demonstrates that teachers 

behave differently towards boys and girls and reinforce stereotypes which 

entrendi female passivity and have the effect of lowering the performance of 

female students (see, for instance, Spender and Sarah, 1980). What little evidence 

there is from subsaharan Afrïca indicates that both male and fernale teachers 

believe that boys are academically superior to girk (Brodc and Cammish, 1991, 

31; Mbilinyi, 1991). As a result, teachers pay more attention to boys and 

sometimes even give them preferential treatment when, for example, 

distributhg scarce leaming materials such as books (Graham-Browne, 1991, 71). 

A study in South Africa revealed that when girls asked teachers to explain 

something, teachers frequently told boys to help the girls. As a result, female 

students felt that girls' opinions were not taken as seriously as the opinions of 

boys (Tniçcott, 1994,48). 

The overwhelming presence of men in positions of authority and the high 

occupational and academic expectation that teachers often have for boys convey 

the message that gender daes indeed make a difference and that this social 



marker is to be accepted as a given. "Gender values and stereotypes are usually 

internalized in the beiiefs, attitudes, and daily behaviours of teachers? who are 

simply not aware of them and participate in their reproduction, bhd in the face 

of the obviousr' (Bonder, 1% 237). 

Inaeasingly, development programmes are focussing on providing 

teacher training; unfortunately, few of these efforts incorporate gender issues. 

Generdy, training focwes on enabling teachers to implement the oId 

curriculum more 'efficiently and effectively' (Stromquist, 1994,74). Indeed in the 

1996 World Bank document Girls and Schools in Sb-Saharan Afnca: From Analysis 

tu Action, the range of interventions discussed does not enlail anti-sexist teacher 

training (or even gender-sensitive training for that matter). The training (and 

regular foliow-up retraining) of teachers in gender issues and anti-sexist teaching 

methodologies must play a central part in the equitable transformation of any 

education system. Unless studies are undertaken which observe gender 

dynamics in dassrooms and schools, and i n t e ~ e w  students and teachers, the 

role of teachers in reinforcing gender stereotypes - and their potential in the 

transformation of gender relations - is likely to remain unexamined. 

Sexual Violence and Harassrnent 

The issue of sexual harassrnent and violence against female students has 

been largely neglected in the mainstream gender, development and education 



literature. A recent paper (1992) by the Executive Director of the Forum for 

African Wornen Educationaüsts (FAWE), entitled The Education of Girls md 

W o m  in Afnca: Issues and h c e p t s ,  discusses ten issues which affect the 

education of girls in Africa, yet ignores semial harassment and violence. 

Although the level of sexuai harassment is difficult to quantify' a recent Africa 

Right~ study by Rebecca Hallam (1994) states: "there is a pandemic of sexual 

violence and harassment in educational institutions in Ahica" (5)"; however, an 

absence of diannels which offer confidenoality and redress to victims reporting 

abuses - especially when committed by authority figures - means that most cases 

of sexud violence and harassment at schooIs go unreported. According to 

Hallam (1994), fear of backlash fiom one's family and the worry of king labelled 

a 'loose' girl/woman are a h  important factors in the hck of cornplaints 

reported. A Çomali woman inte~ewed stated: 

mhey beur family] blame you inçtead. 'You were sent to school 
to learn your lessons. Why would a teacher even approach you in 
this way? It must be your fault.' So you keep quiet; why brand 
yourself when nothing will be done anyway? (Hallam, 1994,12) 

That this is a very real concem for female students and affects their 

educational experience iç supported by a number of researchers (see Mbiiinyi 

and Mbughuni, 1991; Morrell, 1992; Yeboah, 1993; Tniçcott, 1994) as well as  my 

own experience in Lesotho. Kate Truscott (1994'50) and Rebecca H d a m  (1994, 

n The 1991 m a s  rape of 75 and death of 19 xhoolgirls in Kenya brought this issue to 
international attention, as did the Kenyan authorities' reaction: "They meant no harm ... They just 
wanted to rape" (New York Times, July 29). 



11) indicate that both male teachers and male students are the perpetrators of 

sexud violence and harasment A study in Guinea observed h t  boys were 

physically aggressive and threatened and teased gUIs to silence them in the 

dassroom (Anderson-Levitt et al., 1994 in World Bank, 1996,s). Teachers may 

coerce fernale students into sexual relationships by threatening to fail them, by 

public humiliation or by rewarding them for cooperation with '@' or money 

(Truscott, 1994, 51). Hallam's (1994) research indicates that often when female 

students report such incidents to school authonties very little is done: "1 was 

only told to keep away from him [the teacher], that's all. 1 was so disappointed 

that that was ail she could say"(8). In such instances, a teacher may be 

transferred to another school. The majority of male students accused of sexual 

aimes rnay only be suspended or expelled - if they are punished at ail (Hallam, 

1994, 13). A lack of serious official efforts to punish and discourage sexual 

violence in educational institutions underlines the institutional acceptance of 

such behaviour. When sexual relationships (coerced or otherwise) result in 

pregnancy, there is a tendency to blame the girls (Graham-Brome, 1991, 195). 

More often than not, pregnancy resdts in the @I's expulsion. 

The threat of semal violence and harassrnent means that girk often face 

an extrernely hostile and uncornfortable learning environment. These acts of 

violence have a devastating effect on @ris' educational achievement and 

attainment, as well as their self-perception. Considering the profound 



implications, this issue certainly merits in-depth investigation and effective 

intervention. Female students have the right to pmue  and cornplete their 

educationd careers in a risk-free environment. Semial violence in schools is not 

random. It is not a result of a la& of access for fernale students, nor is it due to 

their limited numbers in math and science dasçrooms. It grows out of social 

values that construct and sustain masculhity as powerful and controlling. 

Effective action w u  require substantive stnichiral and ideological change rather 

chan merely increasing girls' enrollment. 

Curriculum md Teachine; MateriaIs 

The prevailing gender ideology is reflected in the images presented in 

curricula and learning materials. These images are powerful in shaping the seif- 

perceptions of girls. Obura's (1986) study of Kenyan textbooks reveals that 

women and girls are nearly invisible, even in agriculture where women are the 

primary labourers and producers. By misrepresenting the hue nature of the role 

African women play in their societies, @Is are deprived of positive role models. 

Mbilinyi and Mbughuni's (1991) review of gender and education in Tanzania 

also supports the view that women's role in Ahican societies is erroneouslv 

presented in leamhg materials and that this serves to perpetuate stereotypes 

and gender bises. Despite such findings, some World Bank studies express the 

belief that textboolcs do not affect the identity or aspirations of the girls (and 



boys) who are exposed to them. For instance, Bellew and King (1991) state that 

" [tlhere is no empirical evidence fiom dewluping countriks to support or refute the 

hypothesis that teachers' interactions with fernale students and gender bias in 

textbook content discourage girlsr attendance or achievement" (38; emphasis 

mine). However, evidence from induçtialised countries does indicate school 

content and practices diminish the expectations of girls regarding careers (see for 

instance Acker, 1994; Weiler, 1988; Wolpe, 1988; Amot and Weiner, 1987). 

A neo-Liberal, equal opportunity perspective supports a gender neutrd 

curridum. A gender neutrd curriculum attempt. to make gender a non-issue. 

This results in gender king neither examined nor dianged. %me countries have 

made steps towards developing gender neutrd textbooks and curriculum by 

rernoving sexual stereotypes from school textbooksi, but such undertakings 

have generally not gone beyond increasing the number and role of female images 

depicted in the books (Haq, 1995, 6-10). Changes in curridum and teaching 

materials should attempt to institute an oppositional gender consciousness and 

create the awareness that gender relations have k e n  socidy cowtructed and are 

constraining for both women and men. Cumcula should challenge gender 

stereotypes by depicting men as care-givers and in other 'teminine' roles. 

Further, it must discuss substantive issues such as sexud violence, the gender 

division of labour, sex education, etc. Both GAD and anti-sexist approaches 

- - - - - . - - - - 

"Such as klalawi, Mozambique, Bangladesh, and Kenya. 



dcmand that girls (and women) must be offered the knowlcdgc whch "enables 

them to better understand their reality and perceive strategieç for a l t e ~ g  it, and 

in that way [education] is self-affirrning and empowering" (Stromquist, 1994, 98). 

Stromquist (1995) argues, "if [teadiing] materials are not characterized by a 

strong determination to alter sexual stereotypes or to produce an affirmative 

depiction of women, excellent opportunities for iransforming gender relations 

through educational messages will be missed" (78). 

It is &O important to be aware of the fact that gender disaiminatory 

messages implicit (or explkit) in the formal curriculum (textbooks and other 

teaching material) may be reinforced by messages in the "hidden cun-idumfr. 

The hidden curricuium may have sigruhcant implications for educational 

outcorne, as Karen Co- Biraimah's (1982) research on the coeducational 

secondary school experiences of Togolese girls shows. She suggests that sex 

differentîation is reinforced at school through authority structures, disciplinary 

rneasures, staffing and classroom interaction patterns. Uearly, changes in the 

content of textbooks must be accompanied by regdarly çchedded i n - s e ~ c e  

training programs for teachers to help them examine the attitudes, expectations 

and values they use and transmit when teadiing girls and boys, to enable them 

to reflect on the cowequences the images and content have upon the 

performance of both sexes, and to enable them to encourage all students to 

develop their capacities, interests and attitudes, free from gender discrimination. 



Stii l the education projects implemented by donors such as the World Bank and 

SIDA tend to see education as neutral in its objectives and concentrate on 

equaiity of access and gender neutraüty rather than explore and address the 

links between education, ckrimhation and societal constnicts of gender. 

In terventions 

There are examples of World Bank and other donor agency gender 

focussed strategies in education. These strategies tend to emphasise physical 

access to schools (greater numbers of and doser schools, flexible hours), 

increased numbers of female teachers, and the removal of gender biases from 

textbooks. Another strategy whidi is beginning to emerge concerns raising 

people's level of awareness regarding the need to improve girls' education. Such 

social marketing efforts indude girls' scholarship h d s ,  national conferences, 

and community and regional level awareness campaigns - especially those aimed 

at parents. Unfortunately, studies reveal that such efforts may actually end up 

reinforcing patriarchal authority. Attempts to persuade parents (fathers) to 

send their daughters to school are made on the basis that " their education would 

make them more attractive mamage partners" and "educated women would 

make them good rnothers, bettet able to educate the children and to attend to the 

health of their families and their communities" (Schwartz et al., 1994, 9). Thus, 



arguments given in favour of educating girls are gendered. As was rnentioned 

above, girls are regardeci as future mothers and wives and it is within these roles 

that the benefits of education are emphasised. Whüe these arguments, and those 

whidi emphasiçe the contribution educated girk and women make to national 

economic development, may 'sell the idea', "they do not make sense if the 

objective is to d o w  girls and women to acquire more control over their life 

choices" (Stromquist, 1994, 72). If such strategies are the predominant solutions 

to gender and education issues in the South, they ody end up supporting the 

status quof not chdenging it. Agencies believe that by meeting girls' practicd 

gender needs of access, strategic gender needs may be met As one agency 

official described it: "[ilf today a sewing machine brings the girls, tomorrow you 

may not need it" (Stromquist, 1994,79). 

Despite the emphasis on the equal education of girls and women, the 

World Bank's poIiaes have been somewhat contradictory. While stressing the 

importance of equal access for girls, the World Bank has &O imposed structurai 

adjustment poliaes (SAPs), which have exacerbated the costs of such basic needs 

as education, health care and nutrition. Direct costs - such as school fees, 

uniforms, books and transport - previously paid for by many govemments, must 

now be covered by parents. Shortfalls in household income are forcing more 

women to enter the paid labour market @th informal and formal). When tliis 

happe-, daughters often have to take over family responsibilities at the expense 



of their education. World Bank documents adaiowledge that when the burden 

of financing education shifts to parents, it is " e ç p d y  likely to work agaùiçt 

girls' education" (World Bank, 1996, 15); yet, little has been done to alter SAP 

conditionalities with respect to school fee cost-sharing. Despite the emphasis on 

equal acces to education, it is dear that the World Bank is not concemed with 

transforming the position of girls and women in mcîeties. In fa&, such a change 

may in fact be deletrious to SAPs. As a result, pressure on girls and women has 

cotrespundingly increased. As Peggy Antrobus (1989) argues: 

Far from not taking women into account [SAPs] are adually 
grounded in a set of assumptions - a gender ideology - that assigns 
certain roles and characteristics to women. hdeed, it is clear to me 
that both components of structural adjustment policies - those 
aimed at reducing consumption (the austerity measures reflected in 
government expendihves in socid senrices) as weu as those aimed 
at inmasing export-urimted production ... are dependent on 
assumptions about the roles into which most women have been 
socialised. (Antrobus in Burman, 1995,25) 

At the 1996 UN Conference on women at Beijing, educational topics were 

central in governmental speeches as one of the main strategic toois for the 

improvement of women's social condition. It is evident from the PIatform for 

Action that participants realised that: 

policies that promote universal access serve to standardize the 
white male cultural mode1 and to deepen the divisions between 
good- and prqua l i ty  schools, between students who leam and 
those who fa& between those who fit into schools and those who 
do not ... [and that] women have the right to revise and transform 
models, institutions and 'accepted practices'. (Bonder, 1996,87-89) 



But even this progressive document contradicts itself. On the one hand, 

women are seen as autonomous, active, social persons, with righb 
and opportunities equal to men as participants in political and 
social decisions ... 

while on the other hand, women are 

considered a resource for rnaintaining or 'improving' a family or 
social order, in their lives as mothers and wives ... irnproving health, 
nutrition and education in the Ç d y .  ÇBonder, 1996,89) 

The la& of political wiU to eradicate gender biases in education is 

apparent. Poliaes aimed at improving girls' educational access have had Little 

beneficial effect. Significant gender gaps in enrollment and achievement persist 

despite the growth in female enrollment rates and litîle haç been done to 

improve the hostile learning environmentç fernales must endure. Very few 

counhies, in the South or the North, have irnplemented an education system 

which seeks to improve the position of women in and through education. 

Merely extending to girls a male dominated educaüon system does not create the 

necessary space for the transformation of gender ideologies and stereotypes. 

Judging from the avdable data, most education development projects have been 

designed and implemented in a gender-blind fashion. 



1.5 Conclusion 

For the most part, neither feminists nor development agencïes have given 

enough attention to primary and secondary school education and its impact on 

giris and women in developing countries. Education has been regarded as a 

positive vehicle for girls and national economies; therefore, its structure is rarely 

challenged. Education policies and programmeç reflect a Liberal perspective of 

gender equality which assumes that access is accompanied by beneficial content 

and that the çchooling experïence has a positive impact on girls and their 

identity. As we have seen, this is not always the case. This ignores gender 

relations and gender ideologies in society and the fact that education reflects and 

promotes these gendered identities, often to the detriment of female students. 

An education which challenges the predominant gender ideologies in a society 

tackles both the factors which keep girls from entering the school -stem in the 

first place (parental and community attitudes, the gender division of labour, 

religion, etc.) and those which push them out once they are in (teachers' attitudes 

and behaviour, pedagogy, sexud violence, pregnancy, curriculum). 

If access to education were the main hurdle for female students then girls 

in Lesotho, South Africa and Laün Arnerica (and in the industrïalised North) 

would not face the gender biases and discrimination they do in education 

systems and societies. The focus on acces means that the systemic and 



ideological nature of disaimination (gender, race, and sexual orientation) is 

overlooked. 

Why has the World Bank ignored the fact that the issues surroundhg 

gender and education go beyond access? One reason may be the uisistence on 

emphasising objectives that can be measures and tested. Many of the goals 

articulated by the GAD approach and proponents of anti-sexist education are 

diffidt to quantdy and test, while it is easy to count the number of female 

students in schoois and in math and science classes. 

%me international agencies are now beginning to reaüse that policies for 

girls and women cannot occur without structural changes. The UNICEF 1992 

Poky Review progress report entitted Achievemenk Made in the Implemmtation of 

the UNICEF Policy on Women in Developnent, lncluding the Situation of the Girl 

Child indudes the following statement 

While culture is a crucial bond in socîew it c m  sornetimes be used 
unquestioningly to perpetuate a system of inequality against girl 
children and women merely for behg born female. Therefore, 
fundamental changes are needed in the socialisation and education 
of duldren, both girls and boys, as weU as in the complex system of 
attitudes, power and privileges that determine the allocation of 
resources and entidements between women and men within the 
family, community and nation. (21) 

According to Mbilinyi, et al. (1991), while equal oppomuiity education has 

resulted in educational policies which have hirther entrenched women in the 

status quo of oppressive gender relations, 

the priniaples of liberating or tramformative education aim to raise 
peoples [sic] expectations and cowciousness, their abilitv to engage 



in critical and creative thought, and to increase their capacity to 
directly control the econorny, the government and a i l  other 
institutions. For women as well as other oppressed groups, such 
transfomative or liberating education iç a tool for empowerment. 
It is in womens [sic] interest to become critical of reality, to 
imagine the possible and to shuggle to adiieve transformation and 
e q u w  (1) 



Chapter 2 

Bantu Education: An Odious Legaw 

21 Introduction 

The developrnent of the Bantu Education system as an instrument of 

separate development in a raâally stratified Çouth &ca had a signihcant 

impact on the availability and quality of educational facilities for a l l  bladc people. 

Understanding the convergence of both racial and sexual domination in 

apartheid South Afiica is aucial to any study of gender and education there. 

Schools institutionalised not only the dominant male gender role, but also the 

dominant r a d  role whidi imputes superiorih/ to 'whiteness' and inferiority to 

'blackness'. Education was also seen as an important agency of social control 

and a crucial means of maintaining class relations. The effect of this educational 

philosophy was to direct bladc23 women primdy into domestic roles either in 

their own household or in white households (Codc, 1980, 288). While apartheid 

educatim oppressed a l l  non-wkites in South Africa, its most harçh effects were 

resewed for bladc women who, on the basïs of their colour and gender, were on 

the lowest rung of the ladder of oppression. Despite this, few researchers have 

integrated gender into theïr analyses of South African education. 24 As a result, 

19 The term black in this thesis refers to those people of African descent only and does not 
include 'coloureds' or Indians. 
24 For instance, neither KaUaway, 1984 , Nasson and Samuel, 1990, nor Nkomo, 1990 include 
contributions which attempt to integrate a gender analysis along with that of race and class. 
Students are examined in an ungendered fashion, resulting - for the m a t  part - in the invisibility 
of female students. Even in M.M. Mboya and T.S. Mwamwenda's 1994 study "Quality 



mtil recently, the question of gender discrimination rernained subsumed under 

the broader issue of national liberation (Wolpe, 1994,136; Seidman, 1993,297)? 

While the white patriarchal ideology of the apartheid regime was imposed upon 

women through Bantu Education, it was by no means the only patriarchal 

pressure felt by black women. Belinda Bozzoli refers to South African society as 

a "patchwork quilt of patriarchiesJ', a label which reflects the diverse systems of 

female subordination (Bozzoli, 1983, 149). Jaddyn Cock (1993) reinforces thiç 

view: "There is no tradition of gender equality in South Ahican society. Gender 

is inscribed differently in different cultures, but in all Çouth PLfncan cultural 

traditions, gender roles are highly structured and unqua1 (29). 

The purpose of this chapter is to show that while Bantu Education had a 

deleterious effect on aIl segments of the black population in South AEricax, it had 

a partidarly prejudiaal effect on the lives of black South African girls and 

women, despite the fact that they had virtually equal access to primary and 

secondary education when compared to their male counterparts. Although this 

examination is limited by the paucity of gendered analyses regarding Bantu 

Education, it will serve to provide a historical context within which to place 

- - - - 

Education in South AfRca*', I n ~ a i i o n a l  Joimd of Edilcational DewIopment 14 (4): 385-391, 
studenis are genencaiiy referred to in the masculine (him and his) . Furthemore, except for the 
most recent studies, the= has been virtualiy no gender differentiation in national statistics. 

Nevertheless, the national libration struggle and ik calls for equality and dernocracy 
contributed to the opening up of political space for feminist concerns regarding equality between 
women and men. 
26 Along with those children who attended school during the Bantu Education era, children who 
did not have access to education were affected by Bantu Education legislation as a result of 
insufficient provision. 



South Africa's current education reforms. In order to faditate this investigation, 

the chapter is divided into two parts. The first part briefly discusses the 

introduction of the formal education system to South Africa, outlines the goals 

and objectives of the Bantu Education system, and examines reactions of black 

South Africans to its impositionn. The second part detennines the extent to 

which thiç system, and its accompanying gender ideologies, iufected (and in 

many respects continues to affect) the educational experience of many black 

women. 

22 Goals and Obiectives of Bantu Education 

Formal black education in South Ahica, as in most British colonies in 

Africa, was introduced by missionaries and mission schools were the primary 

educators of black children throughout the colonial era. Indeed, prior to the 

advent of the Bantu Education system in 1953, of the 7,000 black schoolç, over 

5,000 had been missionary-nui (Christie and Collins, 1985, 65).28 As a resdt, 

misçionary education had a tremendous impact on the educational development 

of bladc girls and boys. Although many missionaries emphasised the importance 

27 This is not rneant to be a comprehnisive investigation of Banhi Education. There are a number 
of excellent studies. See for instance: Pam Christie (1985) ?he Right to Lemn. Johannesburg: 
Ravan Press; P. Kallaway (1984) Apartheid rmd Educuh: ïlu Educntion of Bla& South Afncans. 
Johannesburg: Ravan Press; LB. Tabah (1960) Educ~tim jh Bmbmism in bufh A f n ~  Bantu 
Edumfiun. London: Pd1 Mal1 Press; Mokubung Nkomo (19%) Pedagogy of Dmhatim: Tmuard n 
Demucratic Educnfion in Smith Aficn. New jersey: Ah-ica World Press. 
By 1%5, however, only 509 out of a total of 7222 black schools were mission schmls. 



of education for girls, this education was limited, for the most part, to enabling 

them to become better 'wives, motfiers and Christians'. 

'mhe true education of the Native girl (at any rate) was with her 
hm&, & eyes & ears, and a little of the brain', for the 'native's 
brain was insuffiaently developed for ovemuch brainwork ... me 
@Is] could at Ieast all Iearn to dean, & cook, & sew & be useful 
women when they leave school'. (Gaitskell, 1983,244) 

Reading and writing were regarded as unnecessary skik for black girls. In 1889, 

the Abbott of MarianhiIl wrote: 

b t ruc t  only the (Kaffir) boys in reading, writing and anthmetic, 
and train them to manual labour. Do not teach the girls any 
English reading and very little Kaffir ... Give them as little education 
as possible. The system of cramming is too much for the intellect of 
Kaffir girls. My experience is thiç: the more that Kaffir girls Iearn in 
çchool, the l e s  they are inclined to work, and the more insolent 
and dissatisfied they are. ( C d ,  1980,280) 

Conforming to the dominant European gender ideology, the female gender role 

held up for bladc women was equated with domesticity (see C d ,  1980,265-306 

and Gaitskell, 1983). In the Western tradition, girls were taught cooking, Iaundry 

and dressmaking, while boys gained skiUs in carpentry, wagon-buildins 

blacksmithing, and various other manual trades. Additionally, only boys were 

taught agriculture in mission schoois, although in A h c m  Society agriculture was 

primarily women's work (Christie, 1985, 76). This gender differentiated 

curriculum, which involved girls spending extensive time on European-inspired 

domestic subjects, reinforced European gender role stereotypes and also 



provided whites with a source of cheap domestic labour. This educational 

philoçophy continued with the introduction of Bantu Education. 

When the National Party came to power in South M c a  in 1948, the 

education systern became one of the principal instruments through which 

apartheid's racist and sexist ideology was sustained and perpetuated. The Bantu 

Education Act of 1953 brought bladc education under the cenhalised control of 

the state. The content of the syllabus, the employment of teachers and the 

admission of students were now subject to central authority. While whites had 

free access to compulsory education, which was amply h d e d  from public 

resources, bladc education was neither free nor compulsory. The fundamental 

principle in the hancing of Bantu Education was "the Afncan must pay for it 

himself [sic]" (Troup, 1976,26). Despite working in the lowest paid sectors of the 

economy, black parents were burdened with the heavy cost of education. They 

had an obligation to pay fees and provide books and unifonns as well as assist 

the school with the costs of buildings and salaries of teachers. Consequently, 

bladc education was tem%ly under-funded resulting in poor facilities, high 

pupikteacher ratios, and underqualified teachers for bladc students? In 

Assaulting Childhwd, Sean Jones (1993) describes one school setting: 

It catered for ... one hundred chtldren from Sub A to Standard four, 
d of whom were served by one teacher ... In the absence of 
adequate h d i n g  and support, Lwandle Sdiool lacked anything 
approaching an environment conducive to learning. The building 

z9 This situation was compounded by the material poverty of many bIack studenîs who were 
o h  undemourished and had to travel long distances to attend x h w l s  (Christie, 1992,40). 



in whidi it was situated, which consisted of ody  one w b l e  room 
approximately four metres by seven metres in size, was in a state of 
chronic dimepair. There were gaping holes in the roof and walls, 
many of the window panes were broken or had been removed, and 
the floor was uncovered concrete ... Although the diildren spent 
about six and a half hours at school everyday, in total they had 
approximately two or, at the most, two and a half h o u  of lessons 
and written oral exercises ... and they spent literally hours queuing 
to have their work checked. (p. 165-167) 

The h t u  Education Act stipulated that all b k k  schools had to register 

with the govemment and that registration would be at the discretion of the 

Minister of Education. çchools which did not support the 'prinaples and aimsf 

of Bantu Education - that is, to teach blacks "fiom childhood to realize that 

equality with Europeans [was] not for them [and to] contribute towards the 

reproduction of black labour" (Christie and Collins, 1985, 67) - were closed 

down. Bladc education, under this system, was designed to meet the regimefs 

need for economic growth and political stability (Unterhalter, 1990, 68). The 

objective of Bantu Education was never to improve the educational opportunities 

of blacks. It was aimed at extending the mass base of schooling at the lower 

p e a r y  level thus preparing bladc men and women for subordinate positions in 

the work force whüe adhering to apartheid's fundamental prinaples of social, 

economic and political "separate development". 

The aim of education of the White child is to prepare him [sic] for 
his place in a dominant society while that of the Native M d  is to 
prepare him for his [sic] place in a s u b s e ~ e n t  society. (Tabata, 
1960,160) 



In 1954 Hendrik Verwoerd, Muuster of Native Affairs' stated: 

My department's policy is that Bantu Education should stand with 
both feet in the reserves, and have its root in the spirit and being of 
Bantu Society. The Bantu must be guided to serve his [sic] own 
community ail respects. There is no place for him above the 
level of certain forms of labourUT.. until now he has been subjected to 
a xhool system whidi drew him away from his own cornmunity 
and misled him by showing him the green pastures of European 
society in which he was not dowed to graze. (Rose and Tunmer, 
1975,266) 

The underlying prinaple of the Bantu Education system was "people of 

different ethnic and culturd groups should have different schooling systems" 

(Nkomo, 1990,ÇQ). As a result, education for 'coloureds' and Indians was also 

separate. While the education of these groups was superior to Bantu Education, 

it was not designed to meet the standards of the white education system. This is 

dearly revealed by an examination of per capita expendihues31: 

Le. missionary education. 
3l Wastage (dropout and push-out) figures also provide us with an indication of the s b t e  of 
ducation during this period. For exampie, of the 6ûï,34û chiidren who entered Sub A in 1%8, 
only 49.6% cornpleted 4 years of xhooling and reached Standard 3 in 197î Therefore, l e s  than 
half of those who started school completed four years - the minimum requirement to be 
considerd literate. In 1972 only 226% of the students who started Sub A in 1965 passed the 
Standard 6 examination and qualifieci to a b n d  secondary school (Hartshome, 1992, 39). Only 
one in eight actually managed to go on to secondary xhool (Hartshorne, 1% 42). Throughout 
the 19%, lm, and into the 1990s this situation did not greatly improve, These figures suggest 
that the apartheid state was determineci to ensure that the vast majority of bIacks wouid receive a 
xhooling that did not equip them for anything other than unskilled manual labour (Samuel, 
lm, 19). By the late 198ûs, ody 31% of the approximately 1.5 miiiion black children of school- 
going age living in rural white South Africa had places in primary schools and oniy one percent 
had been accomodated in secondary schools (HoIland, 1991,32). 



Per Capita Expenditwe on Education by Race 
Table 3 ( in rands, including capital expenditure) 

Afri& Colomeds Ùidiws Whites 

- - - - - - - -- 
Source: Survey of Race Relations in Bot, 1985,28. . ~&a&-~rown ,  1991,155 
" Heman, 1992,438 + Referreci to as blacks throughout the thesis. 

Beginning in the 1970sf changes in the economy and labour market 

resulted in some modifications to the education system. Nevertheless, Bantu 

Education remained huidamentally a system based on the notions of black 

inferiority and subçe~ence. "Reforms whkh appear[ed] to be real concessions ... 

[were] not mere 'cosmeticf changes, but they [were] implemented in a manner 

that peft] the roots of inequality in South Afnca untouchedff (Chisholm, 19û4, 

388). The South African economy required a more skilled black labour force. As 

a result, reforms induded the development of training facilities and an increase 

in govenunent investment in the black school system.32 

32 This is not to imply that al], or even rnost, black children of school going age (i.e. between 
seven and 16 years of age) attendeci xhool. According to official figures, there were over one 
million chiidren, as of March 1987, not attending school in South Africa (and the non- 
independent homehds). Research conducted by the Education PoIicy Unit a t  the University of 
Natal concluded that more than one million children in Nahi alone had not been in school in 
1989 (Sm, 1990, Ixvii). A Market Reçearch A f k a  survey in 19û9 indicatied that nearly one- 
fifth of South Afncans over the age of 16 had never b e n  to xhool ( S m ,  1990, Ixvii). Amy 
Biehl (1994) reveals that in the Transkei orethird of al1 women over the age of five have no 
education at al1 and oniy 15% have some secondary education. An estimated 3 million women in 
South Africa are hnctionally illiterate (87). 



Table 4 Expenditure on education by race (millions of rands)= 

Source: Survey of Race ReIations in Graham-Brown, lm, 157. 
Excluding 'homelandsr .f. Refemd to as blacks thmughout the paper. 

While expenditure on black education increased more than thvty times 

between 1978 and 1987/88, per capita expenditure on black students in 1987/88 

remained roughly one-Cifth of white students (Table l k  

Educational reforms were &O the result of intense political pressure. 

Black dissatisfaction with inferior education exploded in June 1976. Riots in 

Soweto were spurred by the enforced use of Afrikaans as the medium of 

instruction in higher primary and secondary schoolç. Ahikaaw was regarded as 

33 These figures are particularly revealhg if one bears in mind that during this time the 
population breakdown was approximakly 70% black, 17% white, 10% coloured and 3% Indian 
@avenpoi.t, 19û7,4ûû). 



the language of the oppressor. As Sindiwe Magona, a South African author who 

experienced Bantu Education as a student, a teacher and a parent, explained: 

Bantu Education had long been resented. But it took a govenunent 
initiative to spark off the protests. Afrikaansf the second o f f i d  
language of South Ahica, had becorne the third Ianguage African 
students had to learn. A decade f ier its introduction into our 
schools, the government decided our children were not learning it 
fast enough, and to remedy that it decreed that Afrikaans be used 
as a medium of instruction for fZty percent of the school s u W .  
Even for people as obtuse as policy-makers in South Africa, this 
step was sheer folly. How did they justify forcing pupils and 
students to be tau@ through a language they did not 
understand? ... Afrikaans, rightly or not, was dosely asçociated with 
the government and its abhorred system of apartheid. It had been 
hardship enough to learn the language, but to be asked t o  l e m  
through it removed the last veneer of decency in Bantu Education 
and laid naked its agenda: the stunting of the African a d .  The 
students took to the streetç, declaring the system of education 
designed exdusively for them as 'poisonf that had to be 'abolished'. 
(Magona, 1992,149-150) 

On June 16, as about 20,000 bladc youth - boys and girls - peacefully 

protested the imposition of Afrikaans as the medium of instruction and Bantu 

Education as a whole, the police opened fire. This began countrywide unrest 

which, in less than ten days, left 140 dead and over 1000 people injured (Bot, 

198516). Protest widened beyond educational issues to incorporate the entire 

system of apartheid. The new wave of  rebellion, school boycotts and resistance 

began and lasted well into the 1980ç.U 

3.1 It is important to realise that both girls and boys were involved in ail phases of the Soweto 
uprising and the events which folIowed. 



Although the Afrikaans language h u e  provided the imrnediate impetus 

for the Soweto uprising, resentment against Bantu Education had been long- 

standing and the protest was not confined to the rejection of Afrikaans. Blackç 

demanded the destruction of the whole Bantu Education e m c e  on the grounds 

that it was discriminatory and designed to "reduce us physically and mentally to 

hewers and drawers of water [sic]" (Brooks and Brickhill, 1980,54). One student 

provided a partidaly poignant summq: 

It's [Bantu Education] aimed at ou. suppression. It doesn't give us 
the opportunity to prove ourselves, as white education does ... 
There are not proper facilities. The dasses are overcrowded, there 
are no pre-school fadities like those whites have, so we start off at 
a disadvantage ... There's no opportunity to question. The courses 
ignore our views of history and stress things like Bantustans which 
we reject. The whites are given an education which relates to their 
own situation - Bantu Education ignores our situation. (Brooks 
and Brickhill, 1980,54) 

The eventç of June 16 unleashed the discontent that had built up for so 

long. Throughout the entire country, including remote rural xhools and the 

'Bantustansf, students challenged the entire concept of 'Bantu Education'. The 

remainder of the 1970s and the 1980s were characterised by intensified student 

boycotts and protests. In response, the apartheid state imposed a systern of 

student identity cards (simüar to passes), increased the presence of the military 

in çchoolç (even in dassroorns), re fwd to diange the curriculum (Brittain and 

Minty' 1988,107) and declared virtually aLl student organisations unlawful (Bot, 

1985, 16). As a consequence of the severe repression following the Soweto 



uprising, thousands of students streamed out of South Afnca into neighbouring 

countries to join the guerrilh aLznies of the ANC (African National Congress) 

and PAC (Pan-Africanist Congres). 

Struggles over education had become a cruciai part of the broader 

struggle for liberation and political power. In 1978 Louis Kane-Berman pointed 

out that "[s]tudents are becomùig far more aware of history and politics than 

they were several years ago ... bladc youth was in revolt againçt not ody  specific 

aspects of policy, but apartheid in a l l  its manifestations, and therefore the 

country's politicd system itself" (Kane-Berman, 1978,56). Thus, while the 1970s 

had been represented by demands for equal, free and compulsory education, the 

slogans 'libration Now, Education Later' (Heman, 1992, 433) and 'People's 

Education for people's power' (Hofmeyr, 1987,302)" belonged to the 1980s. 

In the wake of the politicd protests of the 1970s and 1980s came the 

breakdown of a learning culture, espeaally in urban and secondary schools. In 

1990 the head of the ANC's education desk stated: 

For the past meen years, education in this country has been 
disrupted, undermined and underdeveloped, and during thiç time 
the bais of learning as a social activity has been destroyed ... The 
erosion of this in urban black communities rnanifests itself in many 
different ways, not the least of whidi is a rapidly increasing rate of 
teenage pregnancy, greater h g  abuse, gang formation, etc. 
(Samuel in Christie, 199248) 

The goal of People's Education was to mobilise and empower black communities to take 

control of their schools. 



In the 1980s, the state attempted to address the social, political and 

economic crisis facing South Africa. In education a national enqujr was 

undertaken by the Human Sciences Research Council into education provision. 

Some of the recommendations of this inquiry were adopted and led to the 

expansion of education provision for blacks (see Tables 1 and 2). This, however, 

was insuffiaent to meet the demands of students, who wanted more than 

concessiow and reforms, they wanted the system of Bantu Education 

dismantled: "As long as there is Bantu Education there wiU be mest Sm& 

concessions are not solutions" (Brooks and Brickhill, 1980,53). 

23 The Impact of Bantu Education on BIack Women 

The advantages of women/girls acquiring an education go beyond merely 

the acquisition of skills and knowledge. Education can have implications for 

women's self-perception, social and economic position and power; however, the 

literature on gender and education has consistently fowsed on the social and 

economic benefits of educating women as opposed to how education affects the 

lives of girls and women. 

While the mandate of Bantu Education was to prepare aU black students 

for subordhate positions in apartheid's racial and dass structure, it &O 

bolstered black and white societies' inequitable gender ideologies. However, 

unlü<e most African countries, South Africa's black primary and secondary 



schools contained nearly equal numbers of boys and girls during the apartheid 

eras. Tables Sa and 5b reveal that enrollment rates for black female students 

remained equal with black male students fiom 1970 to 1990 in both primary and 

secondary schooIs37.  These tables also illustrate a drastic decrease in the overd 

numbers of black students continuing from primary to secondary school. 

Studies indicate that 25% of students never complete primary school 

(SAIRR,1990, Lxvii). 

Bladc Ptipils at Rimary School 
Table Sa by Sex, 1970-1990 

Year Total Pupils No. of Giris %Ciris 

This raises the question of why, in a patriarchd, discriminatory society where so many black 
children did not receive any education, given that fees had to be paid, and the moE lucrative 
careers opened for boys as opposed to girls, did parents persist in paying girls' fees. This is a 
question which has not been adequately addressed in the m n t  liberature; however, a number 
of possible explanations can be advanced: in the rural areas, school-aged boys worked as 
shepards both for their families and white farmers instead of atbending school; many boys began 
to earn a Living in the mines as young as 15; the separation of families due to I a b u r  migration, 
desertion and divorce resulbed in greakr decision-making autonomy for some women who may 
have decideci their daughters would benefit h m  an education, especiaiiy in the event that they 
too would find thernsdves heads of households; and in the 1970s and 1980s, while many boys 
demonstrabed their opposition to Bantu Education by refusing to attend xhool at all, parents still 
had a greater degree of control over their daughters. 

Studies show that there are far Iarger dispan'ties between the sc~ai ied population groups than 
there are between the genders with respect to xhool enroiiment. 



Black Pupils at Secondary 
Table Sb School by Sex, 197&1m 

Year T U  Pupîls No. of Giris %Girls 

Source: South Ahican Labour Statistics in 
Truscott, 1994,74&76- 

k a u s e  there is virtualty no gap between black maie and fernale 

enrollment in primary and secondary schools and relatively few blacks, either 

maie or female, have had access to schooling, the inequalities in South Ahican 

education have often been reduced to factors of race and class, and gender has 

reguiarIy been ignored. While girls may have had equal acces to education, 

what needs to be examined is the inequity in the education they receive, the 

environment in which they receive it, and their la& of access to suitable 

employment and positions of power once they complete their education. 

Women's equal access to primary and secondary education has not been 

accompanied by a concomitant diange in the gender division of labour or 

women's position in the power structure. Bantu Education resulted in the 

imposition of the apartheid regime's patriarchal beliefs. However, in addition to 

the racist and patriarchal ideologies of apartheid's poky makers, black female 

students have also had to contend with the patriarchal beliefs of their own 



cultures which impinge upon their educational experience through the attitudes 

of administrators, teachers, male ciassrnates and family members. 

Any examination of the impact of Bantu Education must recognize the 

effects apartheid had on the lives of bladc women: 

The origins of the disabilities of African women lie in the matrix of 
South A.&ican history, but the system of Apartheid is responsible 
for the continuation and accentuation today. The poky of 
Apartheid, whidi is designeci to ensure the permanent 
subordination of Blaclcs to Whites in the name of 'separate 
development', is also responsible for the subAfrican status of 
African women making their discrimination inevitable and 
suçtainuig it against trends to end women's disabilities. 
(Landis quoted in Sidzumo-Sanderç, 1989,168) 

Because of 'double disaimination', the speufïc problems of black women have 

not received sufficient attention. Much of the disaimination they face is not 

speafic to black women, but applies to South African women in general. 

Conversely, because of their race, many of their problems are part of the overd 

discrimination faced by ail blacks, not only women. Consequently, black women 

have not had the same educational experiences as black men, nor have they had 

the same experiences as their white counterparts. Aside from the inadequate 

faciliües and high studenkteacher ratios associated with black education in 

general, fernale students conEront specihc gender discrimination including a 

gendered curriculum and teaching practices, sexual harassrnent in xhools and 

u"equal employment opportunities upon completion of their education. 



Teachers and the Curriculum 

In his infamous speech in parliament in 1954, Verwoerd extolled the 

'virtues' of the Bantu Educatiort Act 

A Bantu pupil must get knowledge, training and an attitude in 
school which will be usehil and advantageous to him [sic] and 
benefit his community. Subject matter must be put to him in su& a 
way that he c m  understand it eaçily and make it his own so that he 
can benefit and serve his conununity in a natural way. School 
education must equip him to meet the demands which the 
economic life in South A£rïca WU make on him. (Truscott, 1994,42) 

While the racism and dassism of these words is obvious, their gender bias 

is less so. The statement 'serve his community in a natural way' implies that 

Bantu Education was to "cernent women into 'traditional' patriarchal 

rehtionships" (Truscott, 1994, 42). Although not explicitly stated, Bantu 

Education implied a life of domestiaty and inequitable opportunites for women. 

This was dearly reflected in the primary school cwricuium of the 1950s and 

1960s which for girls was based on basic literacy and numeracy as well as sewing 

and 'housecraft'. While there was little subject choice for either boys or girls, a 

patriarchal notion of gender often inûuenced what Little choice there was. The 

main subjects in secondary çdtool were complimented by needlework, 

housecraft and typing for girls, while boys took woodwork, metalwork and 

agridture. This prevaüing stratified occupational structure has continued to 

influence attitudes towards classroom activities into the 199ûs. One student, 

Nomonde Mtukwana, stated: 



At sdiool we did handaaft knitting and sewing whilst the boys 
were doing gardening. Even their hand work was different from 
ours. They used to came wood and make d i a i r s  and things. 1 did 
not like knitting and sewing. I remernber when 1 was 9 years old 
and we were crodleting, mine was smder than the other girls'. 
The teacher said to me 'you are so lazy, what lcind of a woman are 
you going to become in future if you are this lazy?' ... 1 said to her 
'Pd like to do wood work as welLr She said 'You are aazy, this is a 
boy's job.' (Speak, 1991,23) 

The gender differentiation of subjects assumes that girls becorne wives 

and mothers or work in low paying unskilled labour sectors. The technical skills 

boys are taught prepare them for more lucrative careers than girlsf ignorlig that 

women, in many cases, are the sole breadwinners for their househo1ds.M Such 

gender bias in practical subjects often limits, at an early age, the range of careers 

available to women and reinforces hegemonic patriarchal positions. Further, 

girls are expeded to take the 'soft' sciences such as biology39, while boys study 

mathematics and physics - the 'hard' sciences (McFadden, 1990,227). In a study 

by Truscott (1994)' çome fende students reported that teachers discourage them 

hom studying mathematics and science by t e k g  them that they are not good 

enough (47). 

Most girls know exactly what subjeds they wanted to do. Girls are 
channelled into domestic science because of the stereotype that 
gVls aren't creative and do not have ideas, they cannot take 
mathematics then [sic]. Girls don't have any real choice. 
(Serame, 1993,73) 

38 59% of al1 households in rural m a s  are either de facto or de jure fernale kaded households 
(Kadalie, 1995,210)- 
3 Biology is generally held in Iow regard and girls' enrollment in this subject conforms to the 
gender division of labour as it is a prerequisite to nursing courses- 



Ln 1988, only 17% of all black students emoued in Standard 10 mathematics (the 

final year of secondary school) were girls (Unterhalter, 1992, 69). Studies have 

also found that boys are encouraged to answer questions and participate in dass 

dixuçsions while girls are expected to be passive and quieP. 

Most of the time the boys dominated the class. The teachers told 
only the boys to dean the board. The girls had to remain passive 
while the boys were answering questions, doing very active work 
in the dass. Sometimes when we wrote a test the girls got higher 
marks than the boys. The teacher would say to the boys: 'You are 
stupid, you can never let a girl go above you.' There was that 
attitude that girls have to be below boys all the time. (Speak, 1991, 

23)- 

In Educution in Tanzania zoith a G e n h  Perspective, Mbilinyi et al. (1991) 

describe similar gender dynaniics in Tanzanian dassrooms. For example, they 

cite one study which repork k t  physics teachers daimed giris were not capable 

of thinking critically or logically (Damball, 1983 in Mbilinyi et al., 1991, 60). 

Educution in Tanzania argues that instead of encouraging girls to be outgoing, 

assertive, critical and challenging, teachers preferred girls to respond in the 

"traditional" subrnissive and subordhate manner since this behaviour was more 

conducive to maintainùig social order in the dassroom (45). The report further 

states that 

teachers tend to hvor boys with more attention. The authoritarian 
çdiool management system, use of corpord punishment, teacher- 
centred rote pedagogy and the cornpetitive basis of classrmm 
relations combine to make a macho environment unfnendly to 
girls. (Mbiünyi et aL, 1991,2) 

This is not unlike what studies on schooling in North America, Europe and Australia reveal. 



While female teachers are conxious of gender inequaüties related to their 

own lives as female teachers, they are les  aware of those inequaüties 

perpetuated through the education system. In instances where teachers are 

conscious of gender hequalities within the education system, their 

interpretations and proposed solutions can be even more ümiting than the 

present situation: 

me education system] dows female students to go to those 
programs [maths and sciences] yet knowing there are no jobs [for 
girls] available. It seems to me that the curriculum is misdirecting. 
The education system should simply Say that since there are no jobs 
for girls doing maths and physics, girls should not do these subjects 
at aIL They shodd do homeaaft and things thaï are relevant 
They should do thùigs to get employment because in the end they 
get hwtrated. The disaimination that is pursued by the 
department is king followed by the induçtry. At the end it appears 
as if teachers are disaiminating between male and female students 
to go for maths and physics whilst 1 think it is diçcrimination of the 
highest order to put a person in a certain programme which you 
know very well will not get her any employment. (Dlamini, 1990, 
102) 

Despite the constraints of Bantu Education, schools in Çouth Africa 

operate in a manner in which cornpetence and aggressive efforts are rewarded. 

Girls, however, are asçailed with the images of women as mothers, iderior and 

less intefigent than men; thus, female students face conflicting role expectatiow. 

king "feminine" means not king intelligent, arnbitious and resourcefd; yet, 

king successfd in school requires girIs to be a l l  of these. 



The curridum and teachers' attitudes contribute greatly to students' 

perceptions of gender equality. In a survey conducted in 1990 in Durban, most 

male respondents (18 - 24 years of age) made sharp gender distinctions to the 

question: 'Should boys and girls receive the same education?': 

Boys must have more education than girls. Special task for the girls 
is to cook and make the house dean. They have to take care of the 
family so that when they get marrieci they know how to care for the 
f d y .  Boys must be educated very well and boys are so 
respected. If a girl is a manager the employees won't be easily 
controled [sic] by the girl But if it is the boy they will do what he 
told them to. (MorreL1,1992,6) 

Srne girls' responses were quite different 

They (boys and @ris) are the same only sexism is different to them. 
The thing that boy can do, the girl can also do that A girl c m  do 
engineering although engineering is learnt by the boys and the 
boys can do seaetarial courses. During nowdays we have boys 
who are doing dressmaking. I see no need for the giris to be 
separated from the same education. (Morrell, 1992,7) 

In the survey, girls strongly emphasiçed their desire to be economicdy 

independent and felt that education was the way to this independence, while 

boys stressed 'respect' for men and quite clearly feared equal education would 

undermine patriarchal domination. It is obvious that at least some girls do not 

accept traditional gender ideologiedi, although it is unclear whether there is any 

- .  - -  

41 As was noteci in Chapter 1 (pg. 50)' although schools are sites of pervasive gender 
socialisation, "they offer girls a chance to use their brains and deveiop their skills ... sornetirnes 
spurring students to think beyond the ideological limits laid out for them" (Wrigley, 1992, vii).. 



active resistance by female students to the way these sexist beliefs are translateci 

in the school envir0nment.Q 

The gender division of labour ïs another example of the rigidity of gender 

roles which is a part of Me for bhck students: "Girls are expeded to tidy the 

premises before the school day commences. In b, boys are piva the manual 

tasks, such as moving tables and desks" (Morrell, 1992,5). As one former teacher 

bitterly remarked: "[girls] were brainwashed into believing that they should 

grow up to be sweet and humble wives who should unquestioningly accept the 

oppressive d e s  meted out to them by their husbands" (Graham-Brown, 1991, 

217). In a study by Dlamini (IWO), a teacher stated: 

memale students, or we - we corne hom a society that doesn't 
encourage fernales to think It is a society that expects us [women] 
to be recipients of ideas as opposed to king contributers or makers 
of ideas - and we carry this with us to the dassroom, to our 
disadvantage.. . (Diamini, 1990,98-99) 

Sexual Violence and Harassrnent 

Violence is one of the major social problerns South Africa is currently 

faang and the level of sexual violence in schools is impossible to quant+ It has 

ken Wtually ignored at the primary and secondary schools levels in South 

Africa and although sexual violence is king increasingly addrc?ssc?d at the 

tertiary level, much more research about thiç troubling issue is needed. Even so, 

42 Again female students faced conflicting rate expectations- As was noted earlier, 59% of ru rai 
househoids are headed by women; thus, fernale students often experience first hand the need to 
be economically independent However, South Mrican society accepts a household with a male 
breadwinner as the n o m  and this is cfearly reflected in the curriculum and educators' attitudes. 



there is overwhelming evidence to show that verbal and physical harassment, 

teasing and taunting relting to sexuaüty or gender agaiwt giris and women is 

rife in schools. Most boys either engage in this or comply with it (Kenway and 

Fitzdarence, 1997, 123). The literature indicates that the males who are most 

likely to resort to serious physical violence against fernales subscribe to 

patriarchal views of male power and supremacy, traditional gender roles and to 

the view that violence is an acceptable way of resolving conflict. Sex and 

sexuality are a key feahue of this scenario - misogyny easily translates into sexual 

violence. Vogelman's study of rapists in South Ahica convinced him that 

"contempt for women underlies most acts of rape. This contempt is bred and 

nurtured by sexist ideoiogy which casts women as iderior ta men" (Vogelman, 

Whüe sexual abuse is an extremely grave problem in itself, it is also a 

major obstacle to female students' in pursuing their studies. Fear of sexual 

violence at school means Uiat some girls have stopped going to school altogether 

(Hallam, 1994, 1). Research shows that black South African female students 

s&r at the han& of both male teachers and students (Truscott, 1994; Morrell, 

1992; Sebakwane, 1994; Graham-Brown, 1991). In Tniscott's (1994) study, girls 

revealed that "a group of Standard 10 boys were raping Standard 6 and 7 girls, 

[the girls] then had to leave school because of the humiliation. When asked what 

happened to the boys they said 'nothing' because the boys wilI attack those 



reporting them" (50). Another respondent reported that a parti& teacher 

made repeated, unwanted advances to her. Her persistent refusais made the 

teadier constantly angry and aggressive with the other girls in the dass. Because 

the matter could not be resolved, the student left sch001(51). 

MorrelI's (1992) study on gender and education shows that in Soweto, 

schoolgirIs are the major targetr of abduction and gang rape (jackrolling). The 

"Ja&roIlersff were a youth gang which emerged in Soweto in the mid-1980s 

whose aim is primarily the gang-rape of young girls. 

"Jackrolling" me- to kidnap and rape girls. To molest. 
Jackrollers are a group that fomed to rape diildren ... Their a h  is 
to molest ail the girls by the age of 26 ... The Jackrollers are jealous of 
others who can attend school whde they c m o t .  They rape the girl 
students to get them pregnant so they wiU not be able to go back to 
school. Then these girls will be in the same situation as the 
Jackrollers ... boys as young as thirteen joined them and started 
raping children in the daçsrooms and in the homes. 
(Russell in Hdam, 1994'6) 

Ln Durban secondary schools there are incidents in whidi boys hide in female 

toilets and then gang rape the unwary users of the facility" (Morrell, 1992,s). 

When the issue of sema1 harassment iç raiçed, for example by the Cound 

of South African Students (COSAS), the focus has been more on harassment by 

teachers than students. Thiç may be aï Ieast partly due to the anger feelt by male 

students that "teachers were poaching on their sexual temtory" (Morrell, 1992, 

6). Perhaps shident organisations' failwe to addres issues of sexual harassment 

is due to fear of exposing the pervasive sexism in their own ranks. In 1992 there 



were at least four incidents of sexual harassment and abuse by leaders of the 

South Africa Shidents' Congres (SASCO). Not all the offenders were expelled 

from the organisation (Kathree, 1992,38). 

The absence of channeIs for reporting abuses, e s p d y  when committed 

by teachers, meam that most cases of sexual violence and harasment go 

weported. Many students fear that reporting harassment or rape by a teacher 

w u  result in failme, expulsion or backlash43 £rom their family, or king labelïed a 

'loose' woman. The la& of serious official efforts to punish and discourage 

sexud violence in educational institutions condones and thus encourages such 

unacceptable behaviour. The major* of male students accused of sexual a i m e s  

have only k e n  suspended or expelled - if that. In November 1991 at the 

University of Natal in Durban, a 20 year old student was gang-raped. The three 

students charged with the rape were brought before the university discipünary 

court. They were found gruity of 'sexual indecency' and were merely banished 

fiom residence, underlinhg the institutionalised acceptance of such behaviour 

(Hallam, 1994, 13). Female students are also afraid of reporting sexual 

harassment and violence for fear of further violence (Kathree, 1992, 41). While 

there are no available statistics regarding the incidence of sexual violence in 

Çouth African schools, the South African Police Services (SAPS) report that in 

1995 36,888 women Laid charges of rape or attempted rape. However, this is only 

43 They fear k i n g  blarned by their famiiy for the incidence. 



a fraction of actual cases. Estimates of under-reporting vary greatly, yet Rape 

Crisisrr holds that only one in every 35 cases are reported (Steenkamp, 1997). 

The women of South M c a  and the South African government know that 

their country has a very high inadence of rape, and although the South African 

media appears to have just suddenly discovered rape (Simpson, Robertson and 

Hamber, 1997), rape and gang-rape have been enduring problems of great 

magnitude for at least a decade. The Centre for the Study of Violence and 

mhe political and criminal violence rooted in Apartheid - and 
which has so dominated the front pages of the commercial press - 
has been matdied by incremental increaseç in the more "private" 
phenornena of rape, marital battery and chüd abuse. Thiç has k e n  
an ongoing symptomatic manifestation of the growing 
powerlessness and perceived emaçculation of men in this violence- 
ridden and traditiondy male-domuiated society... 
Rape and violence against women or dllldren represents a 
"displacement of aggressionf' which is rooted in violent social 
conflict. In this rnanner, men of aIl races symbolicdy reassert their 
power and rnascdïnity within the last social are- in which they 
still traditionally hold sway - over women and diüdren in the 
family and the home. (Simpson, Robertson and Hamber, 1997) 

Sexual violence against women and children has not gone unchallenged 

by South Africans. In May 1996, the govemment identified violence agaiwt 

women and ctuldren as one of several crime priorities to be addressed within the 

National Crime Prevention Strategy (NCPÇ) (Simpson, 1997). The CÇVR 

A Cape Town rape centre. 



established The Children and Violence Intervention Project in 1993. This pilot 

programme concentrates on sdiool-based education for children, teacher 

training and trauma management in 12 primary and secondary schools in 

Soweto. Workshops and awareness programmes are provided to all the children 

of these schools while coumelIing is given specifically to victims of violence and 

theu families (CSVR, 1997). The Semal Harassrnent Education Project (SHEP) is 

an advocacy organisation whidi works to address the problem of sexual violence 

. * .  and assochted dwnmmation against women. It pursues the goals of both 

educational development and institutional c h g e  and has recently begun to 

investigate the potentid for induding education on sexual harassment ui çdioolç 

(SHEP, 1997). Furthemore, a number of South Afncan universities have 

organised workshops as the £irst step towards creating an awareness of these 

problems; however, much more work needs to be done at the primary and 

secondary school levels where the age of the girls and their la& of expenence 

makes them partidarly vulnerable. 

Clearly schools are not the d e  havens they should be for female studenh 

and the constant possibility of sexual harassment and tape are but another 

worrying feature of a black girl's school expenence. Schools impliotly subscribe 

to and endorse hegemonic versions of maScuIinity and this, coupled with the 

lack of effort by education officrials to punish offenders of sexual harassment and 

rape, iç indicative of the system's complicity in this violence. Violence against 



women has been a longstanding feahire of South African society. Vogleman 

argues: "Rape, the violent face of sexism, will continue to exist as long as women 

are oppressed and as long as women's subpgation is anchored in our society" 

(Vogelman, 1990, 201). Schools inevitably reflect the standards that prevail in 

their societies. 

Gendei, Education and - Emploment - 

Although white girk and women have &O been educated within a sexist 

education system, it does not affect them to the same degree as black, 

"coloured", and Indian women because of racial and, especidy in the case of 

black women, clas  factors. For example, there are signuicant diçparities in 

women's literacy rates among the different groups. A 1994 study found that 99% 

of white women 13 vears and older had at le& a Standard 4 (grade 7) education, 
J 

while one-third of all women in the Transkei over 

at all and only 15% had any secondary education. 

54ût000 women with a university level education, 

the age of 5 had no education 

Further, of the approximately 

three-fifths were white (Biehl, 

1994, 87). The result of these inequalities are obvious when examining today's 

employment opportunities for girls and women Black women constitute the 

poorest socioeconomic sector of the South African population. While rnost 

empioyed white, Indian and "coloured" women are found in clerical, sales, 

supervisory, technical, professional and manufacturing sectoa (Kadalie, 1995, 



210), the vast majority of ernployed black women are concentrated in the service, 

agriculture and dericd secturs, or in the professional sector as teachers and 

nurses. The majority of these bladc women are employed as domestic servants 

and on farms (Çchreiner, 1994, 298). Of the total number of women employed, 

black women represent 60% (Commonwealth Expert Group, 1991,13). 

Despite black women's equal access to education with men, women with 

similar quaüfications and experience are consistently paid Iess than men, are 

found in lower grade positions and are l e s  likely to be promoted than men 

(Weiner, 1994,300 and Lemmer, 1989,30). That there are fewer black women 

in the professional sector than black men or white women, and that they are 

concentrated in the worst paid and most vulnerable sectors, refiects the 

gendered and racial power relations inherent in occupational structures, as well 

as discrimination in education. "Generally women's work roles are supportive 

of men who hold the monopoly of siphcant positions in the power and reward 

structure of occupations" (Lemmer, 1989,30). 

Black women in the teadiing profession represent a relatively elite group 

of employed black women. It is one of the few professions that black South 

African women occupy in large numbers, yet females are underrepresented in 

positions of decision-making and power. 

Not only do men enjoy better conditions of service (higher wages, 
allowances to married men), this being declared departmental 
policy - they also stand better chances of promotion ... 
Discrimination is not only 0ffina.L The men corne to see themselves 
as a superior class of teachers. Senior posts are given to men; 



School Board secretaries are men. Even teachers' organisations are 
almost exdusively manned [sic] by male teachers. (Sayedwa in 
Kotecha, 1994 69-70). 

Thus, while the teaching profession may be dominated by women numericdy, 

the teadiing hierarchy iç dominated by men A 1990 study reporteci that women 

occupied oniy 20% of ail promotion posts. "The under representation of women 

in positions of power and authority iç problematic as it transmits an implicit 

message regardhg male and female divisions of labour to both sexes" (Narsi in 

Kotecha, 1994, 72). 1991 data indicate that at the primary school level black 

women represenied 76% of all DETG teachers but only 60% of principals and 

70% of heads of department Withùi primary schools women dominate at the 

junior primary and are almost absent from senior primary. At the secondary 

school level, women comprise 43% of teadiing staff, 10% of p ~ c i p a l s ,  and 26% 

of heads of departments (Pandor, 1994,103 and Çebakwane, 1994,85). It is clear 

that mobility into higher ranking positions is more diffidt for women than men, 

despite larger numbers of women entering the teadmg profession. 

Furthermore, equal provision is not made for housùig subsidies, retirement 

f u n k  and medical aid for married female teachers, thus perpetuating the 

privileged position of male teadiers (Kotecha, 1994,79). Sexist attitudes towards 

female teachers are deeply entrenched in the education system and amongst 

- - 

4WET (Department of Education and Training) was the education department responsible for 
btack education within the Republic of South Afiica. 



male teachers. A strong d t u r e  of male dominance pervades and persists within 

schools and this fhds expression within the hierarchy, in the roles that male and 

femde teachers are expected to perform and in their attitudes towards each 

other. The gender division of labour in schools is a reflection of the division of 

Labour in sodety generally. Fernale teachers are found primarily in 'soft' subjects 

such as languages, humanities (History, Bible Studies and Biology) and are 

underrepresented in the more preçtigious 'hardf subjectç such as Physics, 

Accounting, Economics and Mathematics. This gender division of labour is &O 

extended to non-teaching responsibilities: female teachers dominate in staff 

allocated deaning duties, s e m g  coffee to staff, and entertaining visitors 

(Sebakwane, 1994,89-90). 

Schools play a central role in socialising boys and girls. Teaching ranks as 

a high-status female profession, thus female teachers are a role mode1 for black 

female students. However, the cyde of gender differentiation is reproduced and 

reinforced by the roles that female and male teachers perform. Women are not 

treated as equal partners in the teaching profession and this is evident to 

students. 

Table 6 shows that at every level of education black women earn l e s  than 

whites and biack men. It is important to note that whüe white women earn far 

more than black women and bladc men with higher levels of education, white 



women s a  earn l e s  than half the income of white men with the same education 

at d but the lowest level of education. 

Income by Race, Gender and Level of Education as a Percentage 
Table 6 of Income bv White Men with SimiIar Education, 199l 

Black White 
Levei of Education Women Men Women Men 
Standards 5-6 10 
Standards 7-8 10 
Standards 9-1 0 5 
Diptorna 35 
W e e  n/a 65 45 100 

Source: Makgetla, 1995,12. 

A 1996 analysis of the South Akita Labour and Development Research 

Unit (SALDRU)/World Bank S w e y  on Living Standards and Development 

shows that unemployment for black youth between 16 and 35 years is just below 

a staggering 50%. Despite equal (or even higher) enrollment in primary and 

secondary schools for girIs, unemployment among women is much higher than 

arnong men: 56% compared to 43% (Chisholm, Harrison and Motala, 1997,217). 

Even among secondary school leavers in a 1992 survey, relatively fewer fernales 

were in full-time wage employment compared with their male counterparts. 

This survey conduded that "employment disaimination and sexism, in general, 

resulted in a lower incidence of female wage employment" (Bennell and 

Monyokolo, 1994, 200). Futher evidence on youth employment indiciates that 

people with technical education qualifications have higher employment rates 

than those with matric (hi& school diplorna) (Chisholm, Harrison, and Motala, 



1997, 217). Historicdy linked to male domains of work, technical colleges are 

highly gender biased in terms of enrollment, staffing and curriculum (Qiisholm, 

Harrison and Motala, 1997, 223). According to Kate Tniscott's (1994) study, 

black women make up only 11.2% of total students enrolled in technical schook 

and represent only 31% of all black students enrolled in technical schools (84- 

85p. These figures suggest a structural aspect to women's unemployment - a 

diçaiminatory education system which tends to s ç t r m  girls into 'ferninine' 

subject areas is compounded by formal labour market disaimination and the 

unequal division of labour in the howhold resulting in the marginalkation of 

women £rom and within the labour market Furthermore, given theV location, 

tedinical colleges reach mainly urban and not rural students where nearly 60% 

of all households are female headed and females out-number males. 

This disaiminatory labour market is reflective of an education system 

which c m  provide few models of educational success to black girls. Pam 

Christie and Adele Gordon (1992) state some female students have accepted this 

patriarchal dominance: "one sixth grade girl said that men should get more 

money because they have more 'kimatla' (strength) than women" (45). The 

hdvantaged position of bladc women in the economy appears in their 

relegation to the informa1 labour market and unpaid labour. It results from 

Of those black women in technical colleges, the majority are concentraki in Health Science, 
Public Administration and Social Services, Home Ecnomics, and Commerce (73%, 64%, 39%, and 
39% of total studenk respectively). Very few black female shidents study the generally higher 
remunerateci subjeck such as Engineering, Mathematical Science, Life and PhyicaI Science, or 
Corn puter Science (0.04%, O.3%, 2S%, and 5% of total students respectively) (Tmscott, 199485). 



dix ' - ation in education, hiring and promotion, and the gender division of 

labour in the household4 While this situation is partialiy a result of apartheid's 

. . .  discnmuiatory state policy, gender ideologies within black çocieties reinforce the 

gender biased labour market, inequities in the education system and distribution 

of power. 

Black Women's Resistance 

Women in South Africa have always been involved in the struggle for 

national liberation. A glance at the twentieth century shows substantial 

organised resistance by bladc wornen at both the local and national Ievels. 

Women participated in religious, politicd, student and labour organisations 

which sensitised and raised the consciouçness of black people conceming the 

unjust Iaws which perpetuated inequaiioes towards blacks in education, 

ernployment and other social institutions. They were at the forefront of mas 

demonstrations, boycotts, strikes, education carnpaigns, international appeals, 

47 The household division of labour means that biack women can rardy focus solely on their paid 
work The distractions of childcare and housework typically teave them less likely to get long- 
service bonuses, over-time work, or promotions (Makgetia, 1995, 13)- The effects of the gender 
division of labour in the South African household Vary according to race. One must take into 
account who actuaily does the household work, as weH as the location and the housing and 
cornmunity infrastnicture' (electricity, water, proxirnity to stores and clinics, etc.). The better 
subsidised white households require white women devote less time to household tasks. White 
women are, therefore, able to participate easily in the forma1 wage labour sector, while black 
women, on the other hand, have been relegated to a large extent to the informa1 and unpaid 
sectors. 



rnovements in exile, and the armed struggle". In fact, the extent of women's 

involvement was at times extraordinary considering the iack of transportation 

infrastructure, the repression of the state, and the resiçtance women faced at 

hom&g (Kemp et al, 1995, 136). Despite such support from women, the 

Liberation movement placed national hiration ahead of gender lioeration. In 

1979, the ANC women's secretariat stated, "In our Society women have never 

made a c d  for the recognition of their rights as women, but always put the 

aspirations of the whole African and other oppresed people of our country first" 

(Seidman, 1993, 296). At the Nairobi Womeds Conference in 1985 an ANC 

spokeswoman left no doubt as to the secondary importance of gender equity: 

"Pt] would be suicide for us to adopt ÇeIIlIiniçt ideas. Our enemy is the system 

and we cannot exhaust our energies on women's issues" (Seidman, 1993,297). 

The same situation prevailed w i t h  education. Black girls and women 

joined their male counterparts in protes&, campaigns and demonstratiow in 

opposition to Bantu Education and in an attempt to refom the system. Girls 

were just as militant and active as boys. This opposition, however, paid very 

- -  - -- 

as For example, the anti-pas~ campaigns of 1912/13 and the 1950s; the beer protesis of the 1920s; 
resistance to forced removals and 'resetüements' in the 1970s; women's involvement in MK, the 
arrned wing of the ANC; and so forth. 
49 Women's involvement in anti-apartheid activities inevitably took them away from their 
domestic d u t i s  and chailenged the accepted notion that "women were, in some way, 
subordinate to men, th& responsibilities primarily domestic, and their political contribution 
supportive rather than innovative" (Walker, 1982,156).. Unwiiling, or unable, to cope at home, 
husbands constrained women's involvement in political protest An exceUent example of men 
sabotaging women's efforts is found in the anti-pass campaigns of the 1950s when husbands 
unilaterally bailed out th& wives (Walker, 1982, 218).. Women's political involvement was not 
allowed to interfere with their fundamental roles as wives and mothers in the home. 



little attention to the specific needs of women in education nor did it link the 

struggle against Bantu Education to the need to overcome gender subordination. 

In fact, even the organisations which struggled to remove Bantu Education were 

fraught with gender bias. For example, in her study, T-uscott (1994) stated that 

"even within NEP1 [National Education Policy Investigation]. nany of the 

reports continue to treat the terms 'student' or 'pupil' or even 'teacher' as sex- 

b h d  categories, as if everyone's treatment by the education system or 

experience of it is the same. The point is, it is not The education system treats 

females differently from males. .." (41). Student organisations appear to have 

k e n  no better. Despite the fact that girk wanted to becorne involved in the 

coordination of student organisations resisting Bantu Education, they were often 

exduded due to responsibilities at home and the negative attitudes of their male 

schoolmates. This left them bitter: 

Meetings are called by the SRC [Student Representative Council] 
and only the boys are invited to those meetings. When you 
question why the girls are not there, the boys will say ifs because 
the girls canft keep important things to themselves. Even if they 
fight it in the dassroom, they ['ls] still have to go home and do 
the household chores that are specially set aside for girls. In fact, 
giris are often complaining about it, you know, that they have 
to study just as much as boys but the boys get very few chores to 
do around the home. 1 mean, girls will sometimes end up even 
ironing the boys' shirts for school. (Graham-Brown, 1991,220) 

The organisation for which she did her report 



A study of the black student organisation the South African National 

Student Congres (SANSCO) in the late 1980s, showed how little the 

organisation was concemed with gender subordination and how female students 

were forced to accommodate their concerns and demands to the mainstream of 

the national Lberation movement (Nkomo in Unterhalter, 199275). 

Despite such obstades, it is evident that girls and women laboured 

heroicdy in a myriad of ways in the struggle against Bantu Education? 

Although not @cdy adcnowledged in the education literature, this is quite 

obvious upon examination of the extensive photographic records of various 

protests induding the 1976 Soweto uprising and its aftermath, and testirnonies of 

South African women in both academic and popular writingsj*. 

2 4  Conclusion 

The discussion above reveals that whiie Bantu Education was designed 

for the servitude of bladc South Africans, e s p e d y  women, students did not 

3 Authors (se, for instance, Serame, 1993) have claimeci that methods of resistance to Bantu 
Education included not adhering to uniform regulations, failure to attend class, dismption of 
class, laughter in the classroom, and so on. 1 would argue that these actions were not unique to 
the racist , sexist apartheid education system. These are examples of resisbnce to authonty 
which couid characterise studenk of almost any classroom, in any school system in the world. 
2 Various issues of Agenda, Wark in Progres and Speak, as weU as Jane Barrett, Aneene Dawber, 
Barbara Klugman, Ingrid Okry, Jennifer Shindler, and J o a ~ e  Yawitch (1985) Vukani 
Malzkhosiknzi: Sorrth Aficm Women Sperik; Diana Russell (1989) L b  ofCorirage: W m m  for a N m  
Sorith Afi'ica, Cherry1 Walker (1982) Women and Resistanœ in Sorrth Afnca, Phyllis Ntantala (1993) 
A Lifi's Mowic: 7k Autobiogr'zpizy of Phyllis Ntmtnla, Peter Magu bane and Carol Lazor (1993) 
Wotm of Surrfh Afncn: m i r  Figlrf Jor Freedonr, Hilda Bernstein (1975) For nleir Triumphs and For 
Ti& Tems: Wmtrm in A p t e i d  South A@, and the autobiogmphical narratives of Sindiwe 
Magona, especially To My Uzildren's Uddren and F m d  Co G r m  al1 identie the significance of 
women's participation in political protest induding Bantu Education opposition. 



pwively accept thiç system. Bantu Education was meant to inculcate the 

apartheid ideological apparatus of white patriarchal supremacy and not to 

promote growth and development, nor to stimulate students' thinking however, 

schools provided studenb - both boys and girls - an opportunity to mobilise and 

fight agaiwt the existing apartheid social structures. 

Quantitatively, Bantu Education did not have a harsher impact on girls 

than on boys. This is e s p e d y  evident when South Ahican statistics for the 

primary and secondary school enrobent  of girl are compared with most other 

African countries. Quaiitatively, however, apartheid ideology combined with 

patriarchy to impact in a partidarly prejudicial way on female students during 

the era of Bantu Education. Despite the quantitative expansion of education 

provision for Bantu Education in the 1970s and 1980s, there was no substantid 

transformation of the conditions of gender discrimination. Female students (and 

teadiers) struggled within the confines of both their traditional patriarchal 

cultures and the pahiarchal relations built into Bantu Education. The qualitative 

aspects of the education system, such as curridum content, teachùig practices, 

and semal harassment, whkh markedly affected girls' educational experience, 

were not addressed and are a legacy of b t u  Education WH continue to affect 

female students today. However, the marginalMtion of black girls and women 

in South African education cannot be blamed on apartheid alone. None of the 

cultures or societies within South Africa are exempt. "It is a sad fact that one of 



the profoundly non-raaal institutions [in South Ahica] is patriarchy" (Albie 

Ça& in B d ,  1991, 9). Gender inequafities prevalent in family, d o 0 1  and 

authority structures in South Africa affect the M e  chances and opporîunities of 

women. Complex soaal relations are understood in te- of an ideology of 

dornesticity that contributes to the formation of soaal roles which often becorne 

reified when reinforced in institutions such as the family and school. 

Equality of race, class and gender is a stated aim of the Govemment of 

National Unity in both the Reconstmction and Deuelopmt Programme (RDP) and 

the White Puper on Educafion und Training. However, the goverment's capaaîy 

to challenge inequality will be hadequate if the notions of equity and equality in 

education refers merely to equality of access and opportunity. "It is important to 

ensure that the conceptuai base of calls for equality is as inclusive and just as the 

aim which is king sought" (McLeman, 1994,53). 



n o  

Chapter 3 

Gender and Education Reform in the 'New' South Africa 

"Use the education and training system to promote social 
transformation for gender equality" 

(Forward Looking Strategies for the Advancement of Women, 
Nairobi World Conference, 1985) 

3.1 Introduction 

Women, who make up 50.6% of the South African population (CS, 1995, 

€9, are located predominantly in regions which are economicdy 

underdeveloped. Recent statistics show that 59% of d bladc howholds and 

39% of urban bladc households are headed by womed3 (Kadalie, 1995, 210). 

Generally, these households are the most marginaiised. And while many 

women live in neither a nudear nor extended household, the state, employers 

and Society regard the nuclear family with a male head as the nom (Shreiner, 

1994,297). Few would disagree that South Africa is a pahiardial society or that, 

within this society, black women are particularly disadvantaged. 

There is little dispute today over the existence and nature of 
women's oppression. Ln the home, at the workplace and in the 
sphere of public Me, women are variously ignored, or put down, 
disaiminated against and subordinated. The dominant social, 
political and economk order conspires to relegate women to a 
position of inequality in relation to men in a l l  are& of Me. Women 
are poorer than men. They own l e s  property, eani less income per 
capita and are more likely to be unemployed ... Women are also 

While this can be partiy attribufd to apartheid infiux confrol Iegislation and the migrant 
labour system, this is a trend within most deveIoping countries (Budlender, 1991). 



more lütely to suffer physical abuse, violence or harassrnent in the 
home, the workplace or on the street.3 (Nhlap~, 1994, 
185) 

Now that political independence and legitimate governent have been 

achieved, bladc women are mobiliçing to challenge the traditional and cultural 

sanctions which disaiminate against and oppress them. Whüe feminism in 

South Africa does not fom a single coherent movement, the growth of gender 

consaousness since 1990 has been extraordinary. In April 1992, the Women's 

National Coalition (WNC) was establiçhed. Through it 81 organisational 

affiliates and 13 regional alfiances of women's organisations represent more than 

two million women members (Daymond, 1996, mi). In 1994, the WNC 

published The Women's Ularter for Epctme Equalify. This document 

acknowledges that while South African women corne from diverse backgrounds, 

the Women's Charter 

gives expression to the common experiences, visions and aspiration 
of South African women. We are breaking o u  silence. We call for 
respect and recognition of our human dignity and for a genuine 
change in our status and material conditions in a future South 
Africa. (WNC in Daymond, 1996, xxxv) 

The South African govemment has achowledged women's demands for 

equity and the interim constitution unequivocally States its cornmitment to 

gender equality. South Africa's equality clause in the constitution is one of the 

3 These inequities are based not only on gender but on race, ctass and location as wetl. 



most progressive in the world. Calls for transformation have also resulted in the 

Termination of Pregnancy Act, whidi dows women to terminate unwanted 

pregnanues, the commitment of the South African Law Commission to end 

domestic violence against women, and the establishment of the Commission on 

Gender Equaüty. Despite progressive legisLation and a colxunitment to gender- 

sensitive poliaes Li both the constitution and the Reconsmtcfion und Deuelopmrnt 

Programme (RDP)S,  many women feel there has been too little progress? 

In order for the position of women to be ameliorated much change is 

needed in areas such as the legal system, the gender division of labour, violence 

against women, and women's involvement in the policy-making structure of 

governmentj? A critical component in any attempt to radically change gender 

relations is the transformation of patriarchal attitudes. The most effective 

method to facilitate this transformation is education. 

The purpose of this chapter is to briefly outline the basic teneb of the 

White Paper on Educafion and Training, to examine the Government of National 

Unity's commitment to gender equity in primary and secondary formal 

education and to recommend strategies to move towards an anti-sexiçt education 

The RDP is a socio-economic policy framework which addresses the probIems of poverty and 
inequalities in South African society by pursuing high and sustainable growth. The RDP (1994) 
acknowledges tha t "women are still su bject to innumerable forms of discrimination and bias" (4- 
5) and ''Ihat women often represent the poorest most exploited and most marginaliseci s s t o r  of 
our societf' (51). 

See Haffajee (1997), Fedler (1997) and the various ment issues of Agenda. 
Currently there are 177 women (26.5%) in parliament which is amongst the highest level of 

representation in the world (PRODDER, 1996, 3); neverthetess, there are few women at the 
cabinet levei and al1 nine provincial premiers are men (Balch, et al., 1996,188). 



system. This chapter wiu show that an analysis of the White Paper on Education 

and Training (1995) and initiatives by the Department of Educationjs indicate that 

the government is iduenced by a neo-liberal hamework which concentrates on 

extending and equaüsing educational opportunities for dl. The previous 

chapters clearly indicate that while equality of access and distributive processes 

are essential issues to be tadded by the South African Department of Education, 

an equal opportunity approach overlooks the systemic and ideological nature of 

gender disahination and oppression. Initiatives cannot f d  to recopise that 

education operates within a dtura l  and sdo-political context; therefore, efforts 

which merely seek to draw more women into education &out also 

challenging societies' construction of gender and gender relations of power and 

domination will be deficient in achieving gender equity. It will become clear that 

overd the Whife Paper on Education and Training exhibits a vague cornmitment to 

gender equity. Although the discourse of gender equity is explkit in 

introductory paragraphs and broad vision statement, gender is Whially non- 

existant in discussions of speafic poiicies and programmes. 

" The South Ah'can govemment distinguishes between the Ministry of Education and the 
Department of Education. The M i n i s e  of Education comprises the Minister of Education, the 
Deputy Minister of Education, advisors and administrative staff. In terms of the constitution, the 
Minister is personally accountable to the President and Cabinet for the administration of the 
Ministry of Education. Ministers are obliged to seek Cabinet approval for their policy proposals, 
such as the Mite Paper on Ediication and Tmining, and to ensure that approved policy is 
effectively executed. The Department of Education is part of the organisational structure of the 
public service, which is required to execute the policies of the government and Ministry. The 
Departmen t of Education is headed by the Director-General. 
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3.2 The White Pnper on Ehcation and Trainiizx 

The educational mandate of the Goverment of National Unity, as stated 

in the White Pqm on Education and Training59 is to "aeate a system that will fulfïi 

the vision to open the doors of learning and culture to d. The paramount talk is 

to build a just and equitabie system which provides a good quality education 

and training to leamers young and old throughout the country" (Department of 

Education, 1995, 17). The White Paper comrnits the government to the 

reconstruction and development of the education and training system on an 

equitable basis and lays the foundation for the establishment of a non- 

- . .  -tory system. "Education and training are basic human rights. The state 

has an obligation to protect and advance these rights, so that all citizens 

irrespective of race, dass, gender, creed or age, have the opportunity to develop 

their capacities and potential, and make their fuil contribution to the society" 

(Department of Education, 1995, 21). The government is committed to 

advanchg these rights by extending access to the education system through the 

expansion of capacity and by addressing the soaal  and structural barriers that 

prevent sorne children from going to schd,  such as lack of transport, hunger, 

household tasks, homelessness, inability to pay for d o m s ,  and so on. Thus, 

the White f ~ a p e r  situates educational fxançformation within a broader strategy for 

"9 Hereafter referred to as the Wzite P q m .  
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national reconstruction and development by placing it withui the framework of 

the RDP. 

Furthemore, the White  pape^ describes a single structure of governance 

for al l  schools, simpbfyjng the former forms of governance and ownership*. 

Governing structures will be comprised of parent, teacher and student 

representatives to bring an element of democracy to xhools for the first tirne. 

With few exceptions, education in South Afkica has b e n  the privilege of a 

minority; thus, the democratic movement has been committed to a system of 

"education for ail". In order to adiieve this goal, an integrated education and 

training system has been envisioned, with multiple access, cross-over and re- 

entry points. The National Qualification Framework (NQF) is the poky 

initiative by which the Department of Education seeks to accomplish this 

integration of education and training. The NQF will attempt to acaedit aU foms 

of learning, including prior learning experiences61, for learning outcornes 

adiieved. The concept d lifelong lemming, whidi underpins this approach, 

would ensure that youth, among others, would be able to move without 

restriction from any starting point in the 

regardless of the delivery mechanism or site". 

Formerly there were nineteen different ministries 

education and training system 

The formation of this framework 

of education, divided on the basis of 
"population group" and location (Le, independent homeland, non-independent homeland, and 
Republic of South Africa). 
61 These "experiences" are defined as "learning and skills which people have acquired through 
experïence and on-site training or self-education" Department of Education, 1995,26). 
62 It is important b note that the emphasis on integrating education and training overiooks the 
fact that the labour market is sharply stratifieci atong Iines of both gender and class - as well as 



is an effort to unite organised business and labour, government and educational 

institutions. In addition, it is consistent with, although perhaps not directly 

shaped by, the approach advocated by the World Bank for sub-Saharan Africa in 

its sectord p o k y  papa Vocational and Technical Educatim and Training: A World 

Bank Policy Paper (1991). 

Extemal agencies have played a s i e c a n t  role in developing and 

uinuencing education policy for post-apartheid South Africa. Major policy 

shidies and initiatives developed by the African National Congress (ANC) have 

relied heavily on foreign funding (Çamoff, 1995, 43). As argued in the first 

chapter @p. 16-18), and as Samoff (1994) argues in the South Ahrican case, 

"agencks influence policy discussions by commissioning or underwriting studies 

that delimit the issues and speafy the approaches, cowtmcts and methodologies 

that are to be used to address them" (29). Extemd agencies can and do exert 

strong pressures on education policy; therefore, it is important not to 

underestimate their innuence nor to ignore the ideological framework63 and aims 

of these agencies. None of the major donor agencies has, as yet, developed a 

systematic programme for addressing the ways in which the education system 

itseIf disaiminates against girls and women and thereby perpetuates gender 

discrimination and oppression in society. Research and policy documents, 

race - and that the majority of black women, engaged in dometic work or ka-making, are not in 
a position in the forma1 wage labour market to upgrade their skills or to be recognised or 
accredited (Daniels, 1995,49). 

In keeping with Worfd Bank discourse, the Mite  Pnper consistently equates education with 
human resource development. 



which have not moved beyond equal oppominities concerns, see education as 

neutral in its objectives and ignore the links between education, s d e t d  

construds of gender, and relations of power and oppression in society. Wili this 

neo-liberal innuence, coupled with the conçervative nature of South f i c a r s  

societies, hinder the development of effective strategies to achieve genuine 

equity and equality for @ris and women in South African education? 

3.3 Gender Equity in Primarv and Secondm Schools 

Curridum Development - 

The White P n p ~ r  proposes the establishment of a National uistitute of 

Curr idum Development (NTCD) - a professional body operating through a 

devolved structure of teachers and educators outside the deparîmental structure. 

It is suggested that the NICD would examine the relationships between 

curriculum, asseçsment and teacher education processes at all  phases of 

education and training. While there is a dear cornmitment to restructuring the 

c-urri4umI elements key to any South African curridum reform initiative are 

not even mentioned in this section. In acquiring knowledge and ski&, leamers 

should also be developing tools of aitical reflection that challenge the traditional 

power relations entrenched in the society. Racial and gender discrimination, 

which were fundamental components of apartheid's formal and hidden 



curriculum, are not even referred to within the CUlTidum development section 

of the White Paper. The South African govemment will fail in its mandate to 

create an equitable and quality education system unless curriculum development 

is accompanied by systematic efforts to eradicate gender and r a d  

disrrimination from the formal and hidden CWTicuIa% In addition to those 

concems mentioned in the White Papo, curridum development should address 

gender inequities by focussing on: women and black people in history, politics, 

economics and literahue; anti-sexist and anti-racist language; gender sensitive 

math and science; women and men in the labour market; encouraging both boys 

and girls to study non-traditional subjects6; health and sex education; male 

pridege in sports; the construction of gender and race in South African societies; 

the gender division of labour in the private and public spheres of society 

a While the elimination of racial and gender discrimination should be the foundation of any 
cumculum development initiative in South Africa and although there are similarities between 
sexism and racism, these forms of oppression have their own histones and are experienced 
differen ti y. Therefore, anti-racist strategies will not necessarily have anti-sexist O utcornes. 

Offen the focus on the gendered nature of m m d ~  focusses solely on the deficiency of girls 
without challenging male privilege. This stems h m  the perception that the male student is the 
norm and that girls should fit into that universal mold. Because fernale and male students may 
resist breaking h-orn traditional subject seledion, educators must be cognisant of the structural 
constraints in the xhool, labour market and society which discourage such subject selection and 
develop strategies to counter these constraints. Active discrimination in the labour market 
discourages some girls from male-dominated subjects which could lead to non-traditional 
careers. Budlender (1992 in Daniels, 1995) found that there is "Iittie interest in encouraging the 
emplo_vment of female apprentices with many organisations preferring to follow a males only 
poli-. Among the reasons for not ernploying women as apprentices was that women were not 
suited to the trade, that they did not have separate change room and toilet facilities, that women 
were not prepared to work on standby or do overtime and in the case of mining that women 
were not aUowed to work underground" (50). 



(including the school); conflict and peace management; and violence against 

wornens. 

The White Paper ignores that girls' access to teduiologicd and professional 

careers has ken e s p d y  hùidered as a result of the legacy of Bantu Education 

and gender discrimination by teadiers, administrators and the labour market. 

Students are ambiguously neutered when discussing la& of access to these 

careers: 

Access to technological and professional careers requiring a strong 
basis in mathematics and science is denied to d but a fraction of 
the age cohort, largely because of the dironic inadequacy of 
teaching in these subjects. (White Paper, 1995,18) 

When o u t h h g  a student recovery programme in science and math, the White 

Paper again acknowledges that black students have been partidarly 

disadvantaged; however, it repeats its previous omission and fails to point out 

that black female students especially suffer discrimination. Without recognising 

th& fa& and adopting speaal measmes to target girls and women, any recovery 

programme will have negligible, or even detrimental, effects on female students. 

It is perhaps due to this la& of a gendered analysis of curriculum that 

Daymond (19%) found that not even agreements in prinaple about gender 

equality have been carried through to poLiaes for school curricuia. Individual 

"teachers are taking up the need to dwelop children's understanding of the 

- -  - 

&This is by no means rneant to be an exhaustive list 



questions about women that face this societv, but so far theirs are içolated 

effortsfr (xviii). 

Whiie addressing the official curridum is of course urgent, it iç the 

hidden curriculum, which is so pe~asive and works at the level of feelings and 

attitudes, that has perhaps the greater innuence in perpetuating gender 

inequalities and biases. The Çouthern Natal Gender Conunittee (SNGC) 

concluded that 

Analysis of the curriculum needs to extend beyond the ways in 
which gender bias operates in the written accounts of textbooks 
and in gender-biased dassroom pracüces. Aspects such as the 
presentation of d c u l a r  materials, the practices of classroom 
teachers and policies that may have a harsher impact on girls than 
boys ... need also be examined. 
What must be acknowledged is that a non-sexist curriculum [and] 
equal access to education ... do not of themselves provide suffiCient 
conditions for change. Often girls intemalise gendered roles as 
experienced in the home and evidenced in the workplace. 
Classrooms and teachers' pracüces serve to reinforce traditional 
femde roles. (SNGC, 1994,61) 

The White P q w  proposes that the NICD should examine the relationship 

between &dum and teacher education; however, it fails to acknowledge 

how the hidden curricuIum interacts with societies' dominant gender ideologies 

to reinforce gender inequities. 



Teachers, Trainers and Educators 

In order to develop appropriate anti-sexiçt strategies, teachers need a high 

level of understanding of both the condition and position of women in South 

African society. This requires teachers, to some extent, to deal with gender 

issues on both practical and theoretical levels. In order to be able to do so, 

teachers' colleges, universities, Departments of Education and INSET ( in-se~ce 

education for teachers) programmes must incorporate gender training for 

teachers and assist teachers in the development of teaching methodologies which 

challenge the sexism prevalent in South African education and society67. This is 

not addressed within this section of the White Paper nor is the issue of active 

gender discrimination by members of the teaching profession, despite the 

statement that the "redesign of teacher education programmes [must bel in line 

with the new values, goals and principles of the national education policy 

determined by the Minister" (White Paper, 1995,30). 

The Southem Natal Gender Committee (SNGC) believes that 

m t is very important to translate the m e n t  rhetoric of nonsexism 
into a concrete process that is rooted in the reaüty confronting 
teachers in the classroom ... We believe that the dassroom is a hive 
of sexism, much of it unconsciously propagated ... [Tleachers have 
been traùied within a very patriarchal tradition and were 
themselves taught within the same tradition. It is important for 
teachers to become aware of the way in whidi we perpetuate a 
sexiçt leaming environment and seek ways of changing thiç. Also, 
the actual leaming material is deeply rooted within a patriarchal 
understanding of knowledge and leaming ... [Olne of the fïrst steps 

67 This must be tied directly to the suggestions made in the previously regard ing cuniculum. 



is to recognise the sexism and stereotyping that is found in the 
curridum. (SNGC, 1994,59) 

Equity for girls cannot be W e d  in isolation froom other gender power 

relations in the school and education system. In schools this is reflected most 

clearly in the position of women teachers. "Unless the whole school ethos is one 

in which equaiity in the broadest sense fIourishesf then piecemeal measures are 

unlikely to have any effect" (Riddell, 1992, 89). Despite recent studies which 

show quite dearly the exploitative situation women teachers face in South Africa 

(for instance Pandor, 1994 and Kotecha, 1994), the 'Teachers, Trainers and 

Educators' section makes no mention of gender discrimination in the teadllng 

profession. Chapter 2 of this thesis dearly laid out the systemic disaimination 

women teachers face in the forms of wage disc * tion; gender division of 

labour in the extra-curridar activities, duties and subjects taught; male teachers' 

attitudes towards female teachers; and the under-representation of women in the 

education hierarchy. In South Afiica, while the teaching profession amongst 

b l a h  is numericaliy domlliated by women, fomal decision making is in the 

han& of men. While the paucity of women in positions of decision-making and 

power within education is of concern as a question of equal career rights and 

discrimination for teachers, it is also crucial for boys and girls to see women in 

decision-making capaaties and to challenge male domination of the selection of 

school knowledge and curricula. 



While this section of the White Paper fails to address gender issues related 

to teachers and teaching, the section proposing a Gender Equity Unit does 

consider the position of women teachers and sexiçm in the education system. 

DanieIs argues, however, that it should be within the proposed National Cound 

on Teacher Education, in consultation with the Gender Equity Unit, that the 

. . 
issue of discrimuiation against women teachers should be located (Daniels, 1995, 

51). Such uneven poücy consideration tends to 'ghettoise' gender issues. 

The Gender Equity - - Unit 

The White Paper recognises that 

By virtue of ifs educational function, it [the national education 
system] has great potential influence on gender relations and on 
the respective career paths of men and women. However, within 
the education system there are worrying disparities between girls 
and boys, and many girls and women suffer unfair discrimination 
and a-treatment... Such phenomena have long histories and 
complex causes. The reasons for the poor representation of women 
in educational management are probably to be found as much in 
the values and gender role patterns of South &can families and 
communities, as in the patriarchal culture of the Çouth African 
bureaucracy ... In many schools and other educational institutions, 
including the most senior, social relations among students, and 
between staff and students, exhibit sexism and male chauvinism. 
Sexual harassrnent of girls and women students and women 
teachers, as well as acts of violence against women, are common in 
many parts of the education system. V t e  Puper, 1995, 
45-46) 

In order to address these and other problems, the Department of 

Education has proposed the creation of a Gender Equity Unit, which will be 



directly accountable to the DirectorGenerd of Education, to study and advise on 

al l  aspecfs of gender equality in the educational system. In parti&, it wiU be 

responsible to: 

aiden* means of correcting gender imbalances in enrobent, 
dropout, subject choice, career paths, and performance 
.advise on the education and social desirability and legal 
implications of single-sex schools 

propose guidelines to address sexism in a m i d a ,  textbooks, 
teachirig and guidance 
*propose affirmative action strategies for increasing the 
representation of women in professional leadership and 
management positions, and for increasing the influence and 
authority of women teachers 
.propose a complete strategy, induding legislation, to counter and 
eliminate sexiçm, sexual harassrnent and violence throughout the 
education system. (White Paper, 1995,46) 

The issues which the proposed Gender Equity Unit is to be responsible for 

investigating are indeed important and long overdue; however, they may also be 

too extensive for one unit - espeaally considering the hancial constraints of the 

Ministry of Education and the Government of National Unity. Having said that, 

there are also key issues the White Paper ignores in this section which are 

imperative to ensure a gender equitable approach to education policy. This 

includes the establishment of gender equity as one of the criteria by which 

teachers, principals, school governing bodies, and national and provincial 

education officials are evaluated in performance reviews. 

Experience in other countries and in a variety of organisations has shown 

that the creation of separate "women's" or "gender" units has not always 



instituted a gender equitable approach. In fact, such unit. have, at times, simply 

ken co-opted into the dominant organisational structure or have encowitered 

considerable resistance. Caroline Moser (1993) argues that "the aeation of a 

separate unit frequently results in higher levels of organisational tension and 

trauma than does a mainstream strategy ... [The unit] has a mandate to confront 

those not delivering, but also must be prepared to be on the receiving end of 

abuse" ( 116). Others, however, firmly believe that a separate institution 

provides the nec- space to "think through" gender poky  (Moser, 1993, 

117). While a Gender Equity Unit may be a step in the right direction, it is 

important that all bodies of the new education system take responsibility for 

ensuring gender equity. The South African Department of Education must 

ewure that "gender equity" does not become ghettoised as a "womanfs issue" 

and that gender relations and male privilege are not ignored. Such a unit couid 

play more of an overall monitoring and coordinathg role in order to have a 

more manageable task-Ioad initidy and then reassess its role (Danielç, 1995, 53). 

This approach would ensure that the proces of identifying gender inequities 

and discrimination are integrated into the system as a whole and that issues of 

race, dass and geographic location are not discomected from gender. The 

success of the Gender Equity Unit will ultimately depend upon the commitment 

of the Ministry of Education as demowtrated by adequate budgetting, staffing, 

and decision-making and advisory capacities, as well as public support. 



The White Paper was published in Mardi 1995 and the Gender Equity Task 

Team (the group whidi will advise the Department of Education on the 

establishment of a more permanent Gender Equity Unit) was not created until a 

year and a half later - November 19%. Since its inception there has been Little 

information avaitable regardhg its activities untü just recently (July 1997), at a 

conference highlighting some of its finding~6~. The delay in the Task Team's 

creation and the failure of the Department of Education to respond to my many 

queries regarding the status of this unit may be indicative of an hadequate 

cornmitment and/or the minor status attached to the Gender Equity Unit. 

School Govemance 

Govemance and ownership of a school by the community it serves is one 

of the principles upon which the White Paper is based. 

mçdiool governing bodies should be representative of the main 
stakeholders in the schml. Parents have the most at stake in the 
education of their children, and this shodd be reflected in the 
composition of goveming bodies, where thiç is practicably possible. 
*In primary çdiook, the main stakeholders for purposes of 
govemance comprise the parents and teachers. 
*In secondary çchools, the main stakeholders for purposes of 
govemance comprise parents, teachers and students. 
(White Paper, 1995,70) 

a As of yet, no document has been published from this conference, although South Africa's 
Gender Network (an e-mail discussion group) reporteci that the effects of violence and sexual 
harassrnent were a discussion topic. 



Although the notion of community govemance and control itself iç not 

problematifl the White Pnper fail to address the ways in which communities and 

f d e s  are structured and the relations of domination they perpetuate may 

serve to reproduce unequal gender relations in a governing body. The only 

point at which this section of the M i t e  Paper even mentions gender inequities is 

when it aclaiowledges that the composition of goveming bodies needs to be 

sensitive to gender representation (p. 70). However, there are no poiicy 

propos& to enforce this nor is it recogrused that even if women are equally 

represented in such a body, community participation may result in male 

opinions king uncriticdy accepted as those of 'the community'. Furthemore, 

the existence of community govemhg bodies does not guarantee representative 

commmity involvement. Poorer communities where many parents are migrant 

workers or must work long hours, are unlikely to have saüsfactory 

involvement70. Parents who have had negative school experiences when they 

were young may not feel cornfortable enough to play an active role in a school 

governing body. Another consideration must be the time of meetings and 

workshops. Will they be compatible with women's more time-consuming 

domestic commitments? In communities where parents have the time and 

b9 indeed, it is a step towards a participatory and democratic education system. 
'O Since female headed househoIds tend to be the pooiwt and most marginalid in communities, 
they are les Iikely to have the opportunil for involvement 



inchation to participate, xhools wiU prosper; in communities where active 

parents are few and far between, schools may have to fend for themselves. 

South African societies tend to abide by strict generational hierarchies 

which may also impede student participation in school govemance. Again a 

gender bias may become apparent as female students may be more affected than 

male students since parents have generaly succeeded in mahtaining a greater 

degree of control over their daughters than their sons- This may result in the 

silencing of their voices in governing bodies- Finally, as was revealed in Chapter 

2, student organisations are fraught with gender bias. Girls are often exduded 

from student meetings due to the negative attitudes of male students and 

responsibilities at home. Strategies must be developed in order to ensure that 

such gender subordination is not duplicated in school goveming bodies. Unless 

strict policies and guidelines are developed and enforced the unintended 

consequence of the Department of Education's participatory governing policy 

may be that bodies become stratified dong economic/dass and gender lines. 

Gender Equitv and the White Paner 

A cornmitment to gender equity is set forth in the broad vision statements 

of the White Paper; however, a doser reading of the document reveals a 

problematic unevenness. Gender issues are, at times, singled out and at others 

conspicuously absent with no justification (were they ever redy present?). 



Descriptions of key programmes and policies such as the student recovery 

programme in science and math, or INSET progranunes are entirely gender- 

blind, as are the discussions on keedom of religious belief and expression in 

education, language and culture in education, and the 'dture of violence' in 

South Africa. The failure of the Department of Education to incorporate a 

gendered analysis through the whole of the White Paper indicates an inability, or 

lack of desire, within the Department and Ministry to conceptualise thoroughiy 

the inequitable and unequal gender relations within education. Cherry1 Walker 

(1994) makes a similar argument in her analysis of the government's RDP and 

condudes that "given the limitations on the way in whîch gender equality is 

perceived within the ANC ... it is IikeIy that ... the ANC-led govemment will 

cornpromiçe or delay its cornmitment to gender equality" (347). 

Since policies are always rooted in conceptual frameworks, the 

assumptiow people make about equity wiil determine the values whidi will be 

incorporated into education poliaes ind the manner in which these policies will 

affect women. In order to implement an education system which seeks to 

improve the position of women in and through education, it is essential to 

understand the concept of 'gender equity' and the clifference between 'gender' 

and 'women'. Achieving gender equity in education requires providing an anti- 

sexist education which does not reinforce attitudes and sûuctures which 

constrain or oppress girls and wornen. It equips girL and women (and boys and 



men) with the knowledge and skills to aitically assess their iives and the society 

within which they live; it assesses the extent to which teachers, students and 

others contribute to a transfomative process; and fihally, it examines the 

qualitative aspects of curriculum, pedagogy and schwl environment which 

affect the status of gender relations - either for change or by perpetuating the 

status quo. 

Repetitive use of equity and equality throughout the White Paper fails to 

obscure the MUiistry's inadequate nediberal conceptualbation of these terms. 

Equity is based on notions of faimess and justice not merely equal access and 

equal opportunity; however, given the historical context from which South 

African education is emerging, it is not surprishg that the White Paper 

emphasises distributive issues at the expense of considering social relations of 

power, domination and male privilege. As I argued in Chapter 1, equity and 

equality in education involve more than issues of access and equal opporhuuty. 

In South Africa women have equal access to education but experience 

diçcrimination within the education system, lack access to fair and suitable 

employment, are victims of senid violence and are inadequately involved in the 

policy-making structures of government. 

'Gender' and 'womenf (or girls) are used interchangeably in the White 

Paper so that 'genderf means paying attention to women and the special 

disadvantage they suffer, but does not acknowledge male privilege or 



domination. Gender analysis deals with the dynamics of social interaction 

between women and men, boys and girls. Strategies which focus solely on 

women (or men) çimultaneously direct attention away from the broader social, 

economic and cultural factors which create the conditions of womenfs inequaüty 

in education. 

The policy initiatives proposed in the White Paper conforrn to the 

prevaüing neo-liberal 'equal opportunity' approach. This approach takes 

society's traditional gender roles and practices as given and works within this 

context to improve wornenfs and girl's opportunities. Educational values, 

structures and systems created by men are accepted and women are expected to 

adapt. While thiç approach may help girls and women meet their practical 

gender needs, it does not assist them in realising any strategic gender interests. 

Without an anti-sexist approach to education, the prevalent gender biases and 

ideologies in society will remain. 

The task for South Africa's MUiistry and Department of Education is to 

move beyond the rhetoric of equal opportunity and non-sexist education to 

integrate gender equitable and anti-sexiçt strategis into all aspects of efforts to 

hansform the education system. Gender issues cannot be ghettoised within the 

Gender Equity Unit. 



3.4 Strategies for Change 

The recommendatiom whidi folIow suggest a range of measures to 

promote anti-sexist education. These strategies are not intended to provide an 

exhaustive listn, but rather a point from which South Afncan educators can start. 

As further researchz is carried out on gender and education, additional 

strategies will be identified. 

A. School Envirorunent 

i) Establish repositories for compIaints about gender disaimination at 

schools. Pubiicising the cornplaint, whüe not breadiing confidentialih, 

dows staff and students and/or the school governing body to respond to 

and participate in deckions about what shodd be done @avies, 1990, 

181). AU cornplaints should be kept on file since they could prove useful 

research information and case study material for PRESET, I N S E V  

courses and gender workshops. 

ii) Impiement gender workshops for a l l  teachers, administrators and 

school governing bodies. These workshops should examine where and 

a These strategies do not include those already identifieci within the LWzite Pnper 
2 Such research should utilise gender-sensitive methodologies and analyses. 

Pre-service Training and In-service Training, respectiveIy. 



how different women experience discrimination and oppression and 

motivate partiapants to actively diallenge i t  Participants should be 

encouraged to network with other schools/communities in order to 

develop their own strategies towards gender equitable education. 

iü) Work with local/regional NGOç and women's organisation to organise 

above workshops. 

iv) Provide girls' hostels at aJl CO-educational boarding sdiook7? 

v) Supply al1 girls' hostels with adequate security. This does not imply 

lodàng girls in at night (as is the practice in some schools and presents a 

fire hazard), but preventing intruders kom entering. 

vi) Condud studies on the benefit of girls' singie-sex schools". Studies in 

informal research in Lesotho indicate that girls in single-sex schook 

perform sipificantly better than girls in co-educational schools.76 

74 %me coeducational boarding schools provide boarding facifities for boys onIy. 
Cumntiy, these are virtually non-existent for black South Afrkan students. 
Girls in singlesex schools tend to be more assertive, have more self-confidence, participate in 

class more frequentiy, and have noticeably beWr communications skills. Girls in cducat iona l  
institutions in both Lesotho and Tarizania were reluctant to participate in cfass for fear of 
'looking srnartefl than their male counhrparh and, in the case of lab experiments, were fearful of 
damaging their physical appearance (Mbilinyi, 1991,60). 



vii) Provide guidance counselling services" in assertivenesç training for 

fernale students and teachers to help cope with and leam to resiçt and 

contest gender disaimination. 

vüi) Abolish punitive measures against girls for pregnancy? 

O 

ix) Change the nature of schoohg by replacïng authoritarianiçm with 

cooperation, collective deasion-making, and participatory education 

(Weiner, 1990, 39). 

x) Establiçh girls' support groups (Weiner and Arnot, 1987,356). 

xi) Establish crèches at or near secondary schools for fernale students with 

children. 

xii) Require use of gender-inclusive language in all areas of the school 

environment (staff room, classroom, library, administrative offices, 

assemblies, d o 0 1  newspapers, examinations, etc.). 

While such services would be too expensive for each school to establish, Provincial Education 
Departments could esîabtish mobile regional guidance counselling units which could visit 
schools on a bi-weekly basis. 

For example, in 1994 13% of girls were pushed out of school due to pregnancy (Mokwend, 
1995, 235). 
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B. Sexual Harassment and Violence 

i) Educate girls and women (and boys and men) to be able to recogWe 

various forms of sexual harassment. 

ii) Establish appropriate mechanisms for: registering and investigating 

complakits; promoting education and training regarding sexual 

harassment and violence; counsehg and support services for victims 

(teachers and students, female and male) of violence and harassment; 

ensuring effective mesures to discipline and punish offenders within the 

d o 0 1  system. 

iii) Ensure adequate funding for and work together with organisations, 

such as the Sexual Harassment Education Project (SHEP)79, which 

specialise in the issue of sexual violence. Cooperative initiatives could 

indude: school and community-based education programmes, trauma 

management and teacher training, &dm design, lobbying and 

advocacy work. 

" See Chapter 2 for more information on this organisation. 



iv) Enad spda l  legislation providing for stronger legal sanctions against 

educators and xhool administrators who take advantage of their 

positions of power and çexually abuse or harass students (Ml~ilinyi, 1991, 

9) 

C. Teacher Training 

i) Irnplement gender-training workshops in the PRESET and INSET stages 

of teacher training ( see A, ii). Because all educational reforms ultimately 

rely on teachers to see that desired dianges are carried OUF, there needs 

to be a high level of self-conscioumess amongst educators to be able to 

deal with the content and practice of gender oppressions'. There are a 

number of excellent gender-training faaüties within South Africa such as 

the Centre for Adult and Continuing Education (CACE) at the University 

of the Western Cape. 

* in Namibia, despite textbook rewriting and curriculum revamping, changes in the education 
system have not occurred to the degree expectd because, according to a sWalist front the 
Ministry of Education, "not much has been done to help teachers to cope with the new thinking 
about the curriculum" (EFA 200,1995,5). 

Edducaton need to go through the process of consciousness-raising. which gender-training will 
provide, to enabte them to confront their own experiences and understanding of gender 
relations. Workshops are based on participants' concens  and examine unequal power relations 
in Society. RiddeH (1992) found that teachers stresseci socialisation rather than structurai factors 
within the education system as the main cause of gender differentiation in school, but that 
gender-training undertaken with beginning teachers was highly significant (78-88). 



ii) Establish regional resource centres for teachers/admùiistrators who are 

concerned about their interactions with students, are unceriain about the 

gender implications of their teaching stratepies, or requhe anti-sexist 

teaching suggestions. 

iii) Reward schools and teachers who have successfully introduced 

innovative programmes of gender positive curriculum, teadung 

methodologies, and school organisation (Mbilinyi, 1991,12). 

iv) Provide support and funds for women teachers to create their o w n  

professional organisations at regional and national levels. 

D. Curriculum Reform 

i) Introduce gender issues and analyses into all subjeds at all levels of 

education and encourage the development of gender studies courses in all 

post-prirnary and adult education institutions (Mbilinyi, 1991,lO). 

ii) Challenge the gender biased economic, political and domestic power 

imbalances which are reflected in the education system by introducing 

curriculum which examines: 



a) gender roles in families and households, 

b) how laws (induding cuçtomary law) and legislation affect men 

and women differently, 

c) sexual violence and harassment (induding domestic violence), 

d) conflict and anger management, conflict resolution and 

mediation, peer mediation and communication skillç to improve 

interpersonal relations8? 

e) sources of credit available to wornen83, 

f) value of women's domestic labour, community contributions and 

waged labour, and the discrimination women suffer in the 

workplace, 

g) leadership and resource mobilisation skillç such as how to 

organise a meeting and fund-raising techniques, 

h) family life and parenthg (for both boys and girls), 

i) sex education, 

j) beliefs, rnyths and stereotypes about sex differences, 

* This type of cumculum reforrn should be performed in cooperation with organisations such as 
the Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciiiation (CÇVR) and the Centre for Conflict 
Résolution. The Centre for Confiict Resolution has designed a confict resoiution approach calleci 
the 'dispute resolution systems design' (DRSD) which it believes can be implemented in schools. 
It uses people within the school system to help "diagnose, design, promote, implement and 
monitor the dispute resolution system" ( h o i d ,  1995, 21). On a more theoretical level, Peace 
Education should also be developed. Themes couId include: concepts of peace, viotence m d  
power; creating a dernomatic culture; roots of confiict, and so on. 

Bangladesh Rural Advancernent Cornmittee (BRAC) incorporates such information into its 
ed ucation programmes. 



k) womenrs contribution to the liberation struggle and human 

rights in South Africa and other nations. 

iii) Assist female students to recognise the way in whidi their own 

attitudes perpetuate their inferior status. 

iv) Educate male students to take gender equity issues seriously at home, 

school and the workplace and to realise that gender equality is not a 

threat to their 'rnascuLinity'. 

v) Encourage career days, guest speakers, popular theatre groups and 

other activities which project a positive image of women, induding those 

in unusual and/or high-level positions. Job shadowing and summer 

work-terms for girls could be induded in this project. 

vi) Encourage core subjects to integrate speciai projeds whidi provide 

girls with a sense of pride in the lives and work of the women in their 

communities. For instance, Engliçh classes c m  incorporate biography 

assignments. 



vii) Ensure male and female students discuçs the ways in which customs 

and traditions entrench gender inequaüties. 

vüi) Purge school l i b r d  of sexist and racist materialsa. 

ix) Develop 'mentor' programmes. Mbilinyi's (1991) examination 

emphasised the positive influence of a 'sigruficant other' (teacher or 

school administrator) on female students in science fields (63). Such 

programmes can be extended to indude secondary d o 0 1  students 

tutoring primary level students. 

x) Ensure that efforts aimed to get girls into math and science subjects are 

not approached as though girls have a learning deficiency, but rather as a 

problem of systemic disaimination. 

xi) Transform domestic science by creating a cornpulsory basic Me skills 

course for gU1ç and boys which indudes basic household repairs, basic 

food preparation, housekeeping skik, household budgetting, etc. 

(Mbilinyi, 1991,17)s. 

Since many schools do  not have Iibraries, this pratice should include mobile libraries that visit 
schools on a weekly or bi-weekly basis. 
I-E Education refonns often encourage girls and women to engage in non-traditional tasks, but 
rarely do they target boys to do the same. 



") Require use of gender-inclusive language in dassrooms and al1 school 

assipents (see A, >Si). 

fi) Utilise expertise of women's organisations, NGOs and academics to 

develop an anti-sexist &dum.  

xiv) Show mamage and motherhood as possible dioices rather than 

inescapable ones (Stromquist, 1994,6). 

xv) Encourage female students to l a d  a magazine or newspaper 

written by and for girls to provide a fonun within which pUIs from 

different çdiools (maybe even different regions and provinces) can 

address issues whidi are of concern to them and develop a sense of pnde 

in something they have created86. 

xvi) Incorporate self-defence classes for female students into the physical 

education curridum (Weiner, 1985,48). 

86 A magazine of this sort recentiy began publication in Canada and by al1 accounts it is a huge 
success. This type of project does not have to be an expensive endeavour. 



E. Workine; Environment of Teachers 

i) Eliminate the sexîsm inherent in the unequal employment conditions of 

female and male teachers: 

a) b u r e  that wages, b e n e h  and pensions are provided to 

women and men equally, regardless of marital statuç87. 

b) Initiate positive disaimination through lepislation, quotas and 

hiring practices. 

C) Establish written guidelines to remind inte~ewers that 

questions regarding marital statuç and domestic circumstances are 

inappropriate. 

d) Parental leave for both parents. 

ii) Target professional development at women and ensure that INSET 

programmes are compatible with family commitments. Ensure diild-care 

facilities are available to participants. Determine times and venues of 

such programmes in cooperation with teachers. 

~7 Currently workers faii into t h e  categories: single person, mamed man and rnamed woman. 
Mamed women are taxed more and receive les of a pension than mamed men or single people. 
Their incornes, and therefore pensions, are considered suppternentary. 



iii) knplement and maintain statistics relating to r d t m e n t  and 

promotion= of women within the teaching profession. 

iv) Eçtablish creches at or near schoolç (see A, xi). 

v) Establish appropriate medianisms for: registering and investigating 

complaints; promoting education and training regarding sexual 

harassment and violence; courisehg and support s e ~ c e s  for victims 

(teachers and students, female and male) of violence and harassment; 

ennuing effective measures to discipline and puntsh offenders within the 

school system (see 8, ii). 

vi) Eüminate gender discrimination in subject and duty allocation to 

teachers. 

Of course, rnerely replacing men by women at the top of the hiearchy will not in and of itself 
create radical change in gender relations or discrimination. The focus on gender in management 
should, however, challenge "pabiarchal world views as they are manifesteci in educational 
organisations. in particular those that deny participation and responsibility to the m a s  of their 
members - male or female" (Davies, 1990,83). 



F. 

i) Analyse gender dynamics in the classroom and school (teacher-student, 

student-student and teacher-teacher relations). 

ii) Examine changing ~cpectations of female and male students towards 

marriage, Me partners, dutciren and careers. 

iü) Research impact of anti-sexist education strategies on gender relations 

in schools, communities and families. 

iv) hvestigate employment patterns for women and men and employers' 

attitudes towards gender equity, and hiring and promoting women. 

v) Research the ways female students/teachers have conteste4 resisted 

and accommodated gender inequities in the past and at present. 

vi) Lnvstigate sexud harassment and violence in schoois agaiwt students 

and teachers. 

vii) Study and promote innovative anti-sexist programmes initiated by 

individuai schools and teachers. 



viii) Investigate the influence of donor funding on anti-sexist initiatives in 

education- 

ix) Incorporate educators and administrators into research projectî and 

promote a participatory approach to research and analysis. 



Conclusion 

muçtice [in education] is often reduced to a notion of measurable 
equality as fair distribution This disguises the extent to which 
numbers obscure the experience and interpretation of inequality 
and the social relations of domination on which they are based. 
These factors are crucial if gender equality is to be achieved in 
education. (McLennan, 1994,54) 

In most discussions of equal education, issues su& as equal allocation of 

resources and access are prioritised. Education cannot be seen simply in t e m  of 

access, provision and opportunity. The education system must be situated in 

relation to other structures in society induding gender relations. Unless the 

notion of equitable education is sdfiaently conceptualised and the patriardial 

and inegalitarian ideologies present throughout South African societies are 

acknowledged and diallenged, poliaes to trawform the education system will 

fail to ensure the elimination of gender discrimination in education 

The educational atîainment of black South Afncan gU% and women 

should not mislead one to condude that gender inequaüties in education do not 

exiçt. Schoolç are not neutral and do disaiminate dong gender lines. It is 

necessary to shift from quantitative approaches which focus on how many 

girIs/women are in school, how much education they get, and the economic 

benefits of their education for South Africa to an alternative analysis whidi 



examines what, how and for what 

system whidi offers representations 

inequakities and the oppression South 

girls/women leam within an education 

and cultural values insensitive to gender 

African girIs/women face. While the p s t  

and present forms of education have resdted in some mobilisation of female 

students (especiaily at the tertiary level), it is dear that the persistence of 

patriarchal ideologies and social systems imposes constraints on education as a 

vehide for women's empowement and liberation. Primary and secondary 

education in South Atrica must be transfonned so that sexism becornes an object 

of discussion and controversy and anti-sexist strateses, at all levels of the 

system, are embraced by the majority of educators. 

The proposals outlined in the White Paper on Educafion and Training will 

not achieve an antisexist education system. While the initiatives propased, such 

as guidelines to address se* in curricula and textbooks, are undeniably 

important, they are insuffiaent, For example, experiences frorn other countries89 

suggest that changes in the images and content of textbooks need to be 

accompanied by i n - s e ~ c e  (INSET) and p r e s e ~ c e  (PRESET) training 

programmes for teachers and administrators in order to assist educators to 

examine the attitudesf expedations and values they transmit when teaching girls 

and boys. Teachers m u t  be able to reflect upon the cowequences whidi gender 

biased textbook images and curriculum content have on the educational 

Tanzania and various Latin h e r i c a n  nations, for instance. See MbiIinyi (1991) and 
Stromquist (1992), respectively. 



experiences and performance of girls and boys, and implement strategies which 

permit ail students to develop th& capacities and interests kee from 

. . .  chammation and oppression. 

Despite the progressive discourse of gender equality and nonsexism 

found in the new constitution, the Reconstruction and Development Programme, 

and the White Paper on Education und Training the govenunent and ib Ministry of 

Education have failed to make the fundamental comxnitment necessq  to use 

the education system to transform South Afnca's patriarchal soQety and redress 

the disadvantages suffered by women. A gender equitable education system 

must be sought not under the premiçe of strengthening the economy , increasing 

contraceptive use or reducing the birth rate, but as a matter of social justice. 
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